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Air Quality Monitoring Programme

1 lntroduction
The 19th mission to Egypt was undertaken in October 2000. The EIMP project is
funded by Danida and headed by COWI.

The work undertaken during the Autumn 2000 included training, audits, data
retrieval and data base testing, QA/QC controls and reporting of various kind. Most
of the time was spent training the different teams in data retrieval, data evaluation,
data statistics and reporting. A field study was undertaken in Cairo using a number
of passive samplers for measuring SO2 and NOs over the urban area.. Newsletters
were prepared and presented.

The Air Quality Monitoring Team consisted of Bjarne Sivertsen, Haytham Ahmed
and Hebatalla Fathy. The main task for the mission was to finalise training and
reporting. Some sites were revisited to evaluate the represenatitivity and
possibilities for changes and/or additional measurements.

With reference to the work programme the following tasks have been undertaken:
A. Institutionalsupport

Tested databases, and performed training of counterpart and Monitoring
Laboratories.

B. Design of monitoring programme
Evaluating site representativity.

C. Procurement
Specified additional equipment needed, evaluated new PM10 monitors,
discussed spareparts and consumables.

D. Data management
Discussed data retrieval, databases, data availability, data quality and data
transfer to EEAA.

E. Training
Continued the on-the-job training at the Monitoring Laboratories and
checked the application of procedures.

3
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4 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

F. QA/QC
Continued the implementation of the QA/QC procedures at all levels.

G. Monitoring
Designed and performed a field study in Cairo with passive samplers.
Continued weekly and biweekly meetings at the institutions to train the
monitoring institutions in operation of the programme. Evaluated data,
developed reports at Monitoring Laboratories and reports and newsletters at
EEAA.

H. Reference Laboratory
Discussed procedures and time delays in equipment for monitor calibrations

I. ComponentCo-ordination
Prepared memos and reports, newsletters, monthly status reports, meetings
Discussed air pollution forecast procedures, as well as future use of air
pollution data collected by EIMP and CairoAIR.

The responsible personnel at the various institutions involved, as well as some of
the persons we met during mission 19 are presented in Appendix A.

N|LU OR 712001 EfMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 5

2 A. lnstitutional support

The database programme at the Monitoring Institutions still had problems when
operating some of the statistical programmes.

A new version I.2had already been installed and tested at EEAA, but it turned out,
due to misunderstandings, that the wind roses were not according to specifications.

The monitoring institutions received technical suppoft, and status reports
concerning operations and data quality are being prepared after the weekly or bi-
weekly meetings at CEHM and at IGSR. (See examples presented in Appendix
r.2.)

Training of the Counterpafts is at this stage an ongoing process and data quality as

well as data reporting was discussed every day. A summary of tasks to be
undertaken after the Mission was discussed at a meeting before departure. A memo
prepared is presented in Appendix 4.2.

Institutional support was given to EEAA through several meetings and memos. The
statistical air pollution forecasting procedures, which were tested at EEAA, was
discussed at several occasions with the meteorologist in charge.

The use of air quality data from the EIMP programme as well as merging the EIMP
and CAIP data were also discussed. A memo was prepared to describe a
sustainable air quality measurement programme for Cairo, and how that could be
organised in the future. (See Appendix I.2.6.)

EfMP N|LU OR 7t2001



6 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

3 B. Design of mon¡toring programme
An updated description of the sites operated in the EIMP progr¿ìmme during
Mission 19 was prepared and presented to EEAA. (Appendix 3).

In addition to site descriptions, parameters and instrument types the station start up
time is also indicated in Appendix 3.1.

3.1 Activity 8.2.1 Select representative mon¡tor¡ng
s¡tes for air qual¡ty measurements

Possible modifications to the programme in Alexandria and in the Delta were
discussed. The new site at ElShouhada Square (near the main railway station in
Alexandria) was inspected to evaluate the representativity. The air intakes are
located at the roof of a small building. The intakes are about 4 m above street level
and surrounded by heavy traffic included diesel buses. The site was considered
representative for the typical city centre of Alexandria.

During a visit to Kafr Zayat and ElMahalla the possibilities for adding
measurement sites were discussed. The existing measurement site at KafrZayatis
representative for the general air pollution in the city centre. It is located east of the
main industrial source areas, and will probably only be strongly impacted from
industrial emissions during westerly winds. One additional site could be installed
in the future, downwind in the prevailing wind direction; south of the brick
factories and the industries. A possible site was pointed out at the Religious
College for Girls in Kafr An-Nasriyyah. Passive samplers for SOz will be installed
here as a beginning. In the future, this site could be equipped with a sequential
sampler for SOz and soot.

In ElMahallah the present site is located between the textile factories and a large
residential area. It was difficult to find a better and more representative site as long
as health impact and exposure to the population is one of the main objectives with
the measurement programme. (See also Appendix G.3.1.)

NILU OR 7/2001 Pfi'tp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 7

4 C. Procurement of equipment, hardware
and software

The procurement activities have in this phase of the EIMP programme turned into
the discussions of spareparts and consumables. However, some new equipment still
remained to be purchased, as shown in Appendix C.1.

4.1 Activity C.2.1 Procure instruments and equ¡pment
Procedures for purchasing spare parts and consumables had been discussed and
presented already in October 1999. However, it was felt that these procedures had
to be simplified and followed up through new routines to be applied by the
Monitoring institutions.

Procedures for ordering instrument parts and calibration equipment had been
presented in Mission report 18. During Mission 19 we found out that simple
consumables such as charcoal, purafil and filters were not available in Alexandria.
Also at CEHM they were missing adequate consumables, which should be easy to
obtain. The problem was to assure that someone took the responsibility and that
copies of requests were made available at EEAA.

There was also a need for updated lists of consumables and spareparts, which were
supposed to be prepared.

New instruments such as Airmetrics PMro samplers and a new generation of
PM16 monitors had been ordered.

EfMP NILU OR 7t2001



I Air Quality Monitoring Programme

5 D. Data management
The databases and air quality statistics had been installed and tested during the end
of 2000. However, some misunderstandings as well as malfunctions were
identified. The database was withdrawn, and at the end of Mission 18 the statistical
procedures for data treatment were still under development. Statistical programmes
such as wind roses, Breuer diagrams and some frequency distributions were
discussed and specified for the computer experts. During Mission 19 it was found
that the specifications had not been followed, and more work had to be oriented
towards the statistical treatment of data.

5.1 Activity D.1.1 Specify data collection and data
transfer

During the first visits to IGSR, it was also found that there were data polling
problems at some of the sites. (See report Appendix G.4.1.b). First priority support
was given from the computer experts at EIMP to solve these problems. One of the
problems was that the modems had not been specified correctly.

These problems were solved during the Mission, and automatic polling of data
could be performed on a daily basis from all sites.

5.2 Activity D.l.2 Specify data retrieval and local data
base at Monitor¡ng Laboratory

The training of expert personnel for the routine operations to be undertaken at the
Monitoring Institutions every day continued during Mission 19. Modems, daily
data polling and quality controls had been specified, and operational procedures
had been given. However, it turned out that these routines were still not adequately
followed, especially at IGSR.

All routines were brushed up again, and at the end of Mission 19, it seemed that the
QA/QC officer had taken the responsibility, and that the software and hardware
systems necessary to undertake all the controls were working adequately. The local
database, which was supposed to be the one developed by EIMP, was not still
installed in the final version.

NILU OR 712001 EfMP



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 9

5.3 Activity D.1.3 Specify data qual¡ty check and
control procedures

A final version of the Standard Operations Procedures Manual had been prepared
and was presented after the end of Mission 19. (See Appendix E.2 under training)

5.4 Activity D.l.5 Telecommun¡cation lines
The discussion and possibilities of using mobile telephones, which was discussed
during Mission 18, had been left. All communications of data from the
measurement sites were to be done by using the normal telephone network. During
Mission 19 there was still some problems with lines to some of the sites in the
Delta. A final check and verification of lines will be reported at the end of 2000.

5.5 Activity D.2.1 Prepare database for manually
analysed data

The database for VOC samples had been prepared at NILU, but due to delays in
obtaining the equipment for VOC sampling this part of the tasks have not been
finalised yet.

The use of the database for other manually collected data at the CEHM laboratory
was again checked and verified. It seemed like the experts were adequately trained
in using the database, and that they followed the procedures given.

5.6 Activity D.2.2 Local database for monitor data at
the Monitoring Laboratories

The local database for the data retrieved from the monitoring system is part of the
System Manager. The system will not be complete until the database developed at
EIMP is fully installed, operated and used. It was anticipated at the end of Mission
1.9, that this would be in operation at the end of 2000.

5.7 Activity D.3.1 EEAA data base
The situation concerning the EEAA database is the same as specified above. A
description of the Topics to be solved during the database development was
presented early in the development phase (Appendix D.3)

A first version of the database is in operation, and is being used for creating
monthly reports as well as data summaries and newsletters. The first examples of
Breuer diagrammes were prepared for the monthly report, as shown in Appendix
D.3.1.

All the statistics was still not operational at the end of the Mission, but
specifications had been given and the work had started to finalise the database.

pfvp NILU OR 7t2001
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6 E. Training
Training during Mission 19 included mainly reporting procedures at the
Monitoring Institutions and at EEAA. Monthly, Quarterly and Annual
reports were discussed, and the content as well as presentations were
updated and changed.

The end point of the operational procedures; calibrating, maintaining, and
repairing the instruments was also reached through the presentation of the
Standard Operational Procedures Manual.

6.1 Activity 8.2.2 Training programme for instrument
operat¡on and ma¡ntenance.

The final documentation, which explains in detail how to perform and document all
operations necessary to run, maintain and calibrate the instrumentation both in the
laboratory and in the field, was presented at the end of Mission 19. (See Appendix
8.2.2.). The document is based on work done during several missions to Egypt in
the period of June 1997 to May 2000 for the EIMP project.

The operators in their daily work shall use the procedures. It contains a file of
about 350 pages of documentation, sheets, procedures, tables etc. The file has to be
available for the QA/QC officer and easily available also to all field operators.

A Table of contents is presented in Appendix 8.2.2.

6.2 Activity E.5.1 Use of the System Manager
The System Manager was finally working properly at both Monitoring
Laboratories. Final training, including practical use of the system, remote
calibrations, data quality controls, cleaning of data, data plots and storage of raw
data was repeated and concluded during Mission 19.

6.3 Activity E.5.2.Training in use of EEAA data base
At the end of Mission 18 it was anticipated that an operational database would be
finalised at the end of 2000. The statistical programmes designed for presentation
of air quality data were, however, still under development. we still managed to use
the version that had been produced so far. Some training in the use of this version
of the database lead to the presentation of 3 newsletters. (See Appendix I.2.8.)
However, the full version was still not available at the end of Mission 19.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme 11

6.4 Activity E.6.1 Sample preparations
The training programme for preparing the VOC samplers had been postponed due
to personnel problems at CEHM. It also turned out that the equipment available at
the CEHM laboratory was not adequate for start up of VOC sampling. This list was
updated at the end of the Mission and a final version is presented in Appendix
G.6.2.

Practical training in the preparation, sampling and analyses of VOC will start
during the Spring 2001.

6.5 Activity 8.6.2 Chemical analyses of various f¡lters
A final updated training session for analyses of the manually collected filters will
have to be repeated during the last Mission to the laboratory in 2001. This training
programme will be prepared during the start up of the VOC sampling programme.

6.6 Activity 8.7.1 Air quality data interpretation
The air pollutants measured as part of the EIMP programme are in accordance with
the air quality standards given in the environmental laws of Egypt. This has also
represented the basis for understanding the air pollution concentration values, as
well as understanding the relationship between emission sources, dispersion
meteorology and air quality.

The EEAA counterparts have been trained in understanding these connections and
have been reporting data in view of why we measure what we measure. This work
has been reported through the preparation of monthly reports, newsletters and
annual report.

EfMP NILU OR 7/2001
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7 F. QA/QC

7.1 Activity F.2,1 Instrument calibration procedures
As mentioned in Chapter E, Training, all measurement and sampling procedures
(SOP; Standard Operation Procedures) has been finalised and reported. The
operational procedures included calibration, maintenance and repair.

The remaining procedures will be verified through the Audit programme. The
expatriate experts will also perform audits to the monitoring sites during 2001

7.2 Activity F.3.1 QC and calibration rout¡nes as part
of the on-the-job training

Additional training of the field personnel as well as the laboratory experts at the
Monitoring Institutions was identified during Mission 19. we will try to add some
on-the-job training in the use of these routines during an Audit type visit to IGSR
and CEHM in 2001.

7.3 Activity F.4.1 lnput from Reference Laboratory- Air
A summary of requirement for data quality, which all institutions working under
EIMP contracts must at least be able to achieve, was presented by the Reference
Laboratory after Mission 19. The requirements for data collected by high volume
samplers and sequential samplers are presented in Appendix F.4.1. These
requirements are supposed to be valid until 30 June2002. The requirements will be
re-evaluated at this date.

An evaluation of the analyses of lead and SOz on filters performed at the CEHM
laboratory is presented in Appendix F.4.1.b. At low concentrations of lead, the
CEHM laboratory overestimated the concentrations. At high lead concentrations,
the laboratory performed well. For so2 the analyses at low concentrations were
adequate, while at high concentrations the laboratory analyses were strongly
underestimated. This will have to be investigated in more details later.

The Reference Laboratory-Air started the Auditing of the systems during the
Spring 2000. The air pollution component supervised the first Audits. Reports from
the later Audits are available through the Reference Laboratory component.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme 13

I G. Monitoring
The EIMPÆEAA air quality monitoring and sampling programme has been
operated on a routine basis since January 2000. Some minor changes were
discussed during Mission 19. Weekly meetings and monthly reports have updated
the status of the programme. A special study using passive samplers for SO2 and
NO2 was designed and performed in October 2000.

Maintenance and calibrations have been performed by the Monitoring Laboratories
and further developments of reporting formats were discussed during the Mission.

8.1 Activity G.2.3 Monitoring programme updated
The monitoring programme was evaluated and some sites were visited. The main
question was raised concerning the representativity of some sites in Alexandria and
in the Delta. The following sites were visited:

- ElShouhada in Alexandria
- Kafr Zauyat
- ElMahalla

A report from these visits is presented in Appendix G.3.1. The measurements
performed in ElMansoura were also discussed, and the conclusions was that the
site will be kept as is, but additional measurements using passive samplers should
be performed inside the city, east of the site.

8.2 Activity G.4.1 Maintenance, calibration and
operat¡on of the mon¡tor¡ng stat¡ons

Monthly status reports are presented in Appendix 4.1. ISGR in Alexandria is
responsible for the sites in Alexandria and in the Delta. CEHM at Cairo University
is responsible for the rest of the stations in Egypt.

Some problems can be seen in operating the PM10 monitors. During the summer
season many of the problems at the sites have been related to air condition system
breakdown, or the fact that humidity has developed inside the shelters.

A status report as of 9 October 2000 is presented for the operations in Alexandria
and in the Delta in Appendix G.4.1.b. A major shortage at the sites operated by
IGSR is due to the fact the corrections and zero line adjustments cannot be
undertaken in the System Manager. Calibration results have thus not been taken

sfl'rp N|LU OR 7t2001



14 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

into account in the data so far, which means that the database transferred to EEAA
has never been correct. Performing corrections at the Excel sheets before
presenting the data in reports (monthly, quarterly, annual) will lead to differences
in the databases at the Monitoring institution and at EEAA. These problems were
discussed specifically, and the changes that were made in the data transfer routines
should solve these problems.

A summary of air quality network operations is presented in Appendix G.4.1.c.
Procedures to assure that spare parts and consumables were made available to the
station operators were a main issue in the first meetings.

8.3 Activity G.4.2 Service and repa¡r
The capacity for undertaking simple repairs to avoid instrument "failures" in the
programme was improved as part of on-the-job training performed at CEHM
during Mission 18. Spare parts were identified as a problem, as long as the
instrument supplier was not able to support some of the parts.

Procedures for maintenance and repair was discussed again during Mission 19 and
summarised in Appendix G.4.1.c. Further proposals for procedures to be
undertaken to solve problems related to condensation problems, calibrations as

well as "hanging zero" and span concentrations are presented in AppendixG.4.2.a.

It has been decided that monitors and samplers will be taken to the laboratory for
repair when ever necessary. In some cases simple repairs will be undertaken at the
station. A list of repairs that have been undertaken at CEHM is presented in
Appendix G.4.2.b. The list was available only for the month of May 2000. TVe
have requested a complete list for future reporting as part of the QA/QC
procedures.

8.4 Activity G.5.1 Data retrieval and data evaluation
Data, which are being transferred on a daily basis, are corrected every day and
updated on a weekly basis. At CEHM it was demonstrated that these procedures
were followed and worked satisfactory. At IGSR, however, the follow up of these
procedures from the QA responsible was still not completely fulfilled, and some
improvements were initiated during Mission 19.

A part of the training and institutional support the monitoring institutions have
been trained to evaluate the relevance of the collected concentration levels. A final
training session will be undertaken in the 2001 Mission.

8.5 Activity G.6.1 Sample selection and preparat¡on
Analyses of lead on high volume filters will be performed for a selected number of
filters. Several filters were identified from the first half year 1999. A new selection
of filters to be analysed for lead was undertaken during Mission 18. In Appendix
G.6.1 a third selection of PM1¡ and TSP filters is presented. The criteria for
selection of filters were based upon periods when the suspended dust
concentrations were higher than average. According to the cliscnssions based upon

N|LU OR 712001 sfl'rp



Air Quality Monitoring Programme 15

the results of evaluations presented in Appendix F.4.1.b, it is believed that the
analyses performed at CEHM are of good quality.

8.6 Activity G.6.2 VOC sampl¡ng
The VOC sampling programme has been delayed due to personnel problems at the
laboratory at CEHM. Also the instruments were not properly prepared and several
letters and mails have been sent to update the necessary equipment (See Appendix
G.6.2).It is anticipated that the necessary installations, training and start up of
VOC sampling will take place during the Spring 2001.

8.7 Activity G.6.3 Passive sampl¡ng
Measurements of SOz and NOz using passive samplers have become part of the
routine operated sampling programme. These measurements are now being
performed at a number of sites. Results from the passive sampling programme have
also been reported in the Quarterly Reports. A complete passive sampling
programme is shown in Appendix G,6.3.a.

During Mission 19 a comprehensive sampling programme was planned and
performed in Cairo using passive samplers. SO, and NO, concentrations were
collected at 45 different sites. At 3 sites samplers were operated in parallel to check
the analyses performed at CEHM. A total of 70 small samplers were placed for
integrated measurements over a period of 2 weeks. The total sampling programme
is presented in Appendix G.6.3.b. To co-ordinate the sampling sites and enable the
use of both EIMP and CAIP sites a letter was prepared for the CAIP field office
(Appendix G.6.3.c).

A preliminary analyses of the data indicate that the two week average
concentrations of SO, ranged from 30 to 150 þg/m'in Cairo, while the NO,
concentrations ranged from 35 to 130 pglmt. The two weeks when sampling was
performed was not specifically polluted compared to Cairo standards. A report
about the passive sampling will be prepared during the next Mission to Cairo.

8.8 Activity G.7.1 Monthly and Quarterly reports
Monthly reports were still produced before the quarterly reports and the final data
quality controls had been performed. Normally the data should only be fully trusted
after the evaluation of the Quarterly reports, when the Monitoring Institutions have
been evaluated the data through the QA/QC systems.

However, monthly data reports were produced also during Mission 19 based on
preliminary data from the Monitoring Institutions. It may be possible to improve
these procedures, when the databases and the data flow in the total system has been
finalised.

EfMP N|LU OR 712001
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I H. Reference Laboratory

9.1 Activity H.3.1 Check field monitors
The Reference Laboratory Air has the responsibility in checking and calibrating all
field equipment used by the Monitoring Institutions. During the discussions at
IGSR and CEHM it was mentioned that in some cases it take too much time from
the monitors are collected till they are returned to be set into filed operations again.
This has lead to loss of data.

The problem was investigated, and some of the problems had been related to
problems with the calibrator units at NIS. Improved communications may solve
some of these problems.

9.2 Activity H. 3.2 Audit programme
Audit programmes are now being performed on a routine bases, and a schedule for
these Audits have been made available to the Monitoring Institutions. It is
important in the future that the site visits from the Reference Laboratories are
communicated with the field operators to avoid visits to sites where instruments are
down due to malfunctions or major errors at e.g. air conditioning units.

The Reference Laboratory at Ain Shams University has also performed some
simple proficiency tests. Synthetic samples on filters of lead and SOz were given to
the chemical laboratory at CEHM. The results have been reported in two reports
issued by the Reference Laboratory, and a summary of the evaluation is presented
in Appendix H.3.1.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme 17

10 l. Component Co-ordination
Sub-component administration includes co-ordination with internaVexternal
activities, ad-hoc working group meetings, preparation of annual action plans,
annual reports and service of the EIMP project management to facilitate interface
checks.

Follow up at EEAA has been based on daily contact with the counterpart.
Institutional support has been given through the on-the-job training programme.
The Monitoring Institutions were followed up through weekly meetings.

10.1 Activity 1.2.1 Follow up and administration
A number of meetings were held during Mission 19. Examples of Minutes from the
weekly meetings at CEHM and at IGSR are presented I.2.1and I.2.2. Several
malfunctions as well as operational weaknesses were detected during detailed
discussions of the field operations, data retrieval and data controls. The problems
identified in these weekly meeting were in some cases summarised into an action
plan. The matters discussed in one of the meetings at CEHM on 23 October are
summarised in Appendix I.2.3.

Weekly EIMP staff meetings normally identifies the status of the development of
the different Components. An example of the Minutes from a staff meeting on 25
November 2000 is shown in Appendix I.2.4.

Several topics were discussed in meetings with the EEAA officials. The air
pollution episodes, which were first identified and described in October 1999, was
the topic for a meeting with Dr A Gamal, Dr M Nasrallah and Dr Hersham
ElAraby. A memo prepared by Dr ElAraby is presented in Appendix I.2.5. The
main topic was concerning the "black clouds" reported over Cairo in some
episodes. The development of these clouds has been video taped, and shows a slow
development of smoke forming from the north into Cairo. The question has also
been raised concerning the relative importance of the rise straw burning in the
Delta.

Another hot topic during Mission 19 was the possible future of a sustainable air
quality monitoring programme for Cairo. A Memo was prepared indicating a
possible content of such a programme, based upon the experience and
measurements available in both the EIMP programme and the CAIP sampling
programme for particles. The memo presented in Appendix I.2.6. was discussed in
a meeting on 26 October 2000. The final outcome of these discussions was not
clear at the end of Mission 19.

pfiqp N|LU OR 7t2001
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The EIMP ozone measurements performed at RasMOhamed has proven to be one
of the most representative sites for background tropospheric ozone data in the
region. It has been proposed that these data should be part ofthe global
tropospheric ozone network. A memo was prepared to Dr Ahmed Gamal at EEAA
on 28 October 2000, as shown in Appendix I.2.7.

Air quality data have been presented in various forms and for various purposes
during Mission 19. Two Newsletters on tropospheric ozone concentrations have
been prepared;

tr Ozone levels in Egypt,

tr Urban ozone in Egypt.

The Newsletters are presented in Appendix I.2.8

One more abstracts for a paper on air quality in Egypt was prepared, and the
content of a web page on air quality was updated. A list of reports available from
the EIMP Air Pollution Monitoring component is presented in Chapter 11,
References.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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4.1

gfi'fp
People we met and colleagues (Spring 1999)

EIMP office,3 EEAA Building, 30 Helwan Str.Maadi, Cairo ( behind Sofirel hotel) ,
Tel.202 525 6442,Fax:202 525 6467 ,E-mail: eimp@intouch.com

Staff: Mohammed Fathi,(tel: 0122141759), Joergen Simonsen (PM ) Dina, Lydia, Hassan,
Mahmoud, Emad, Ahmed AlSeoud (EEAA. tel: 0123102068, S72I2B9)

,A,ir: B Sivertsen (Task Manager), tel. 351 1615, Dreiem, L Marsten, Haytham Ahmed (p: 320
2078)

CEHM / Cøìro Univ,tel5Tl 9688, Fax; 571 9687: Dr Sharkawi, Dr. Yehia Abd El Hady
Dr Tarek El Arabi (Project Manager) mob: 0123484050,Dr. Hesham ElArabi (QA)

Staff:Ashraf Saleh (data retrieval), Essam Abdel Hallin (data retrieval), Mahir Sayed
Hafez (Tabbin st.), Ahmed Sayd (Qualaly, Gemhoroya), Yassin Fathi (Giza CU, Fumm al
Kahlig), Kamela (Mon.lab., Shoubra), Ahmed Sulamen (Chem lab head), Ameni Taher
(Chem. Anal.).

IGSR Alex Unív,tel:034227688,1ab:03 422 5007, proj. tel:4241485,
Fax203 421 5792
Dr M El-Raey tell.0123109051 (elraey@cns.sisnet.net), Dr. El Sayed Shallaby,
Ashraf A Zahran, Shawkat K. Guirguis (QA) (aplab@ igsmet.net),
Mohamed Mamdoua, Mohamed Rashad, Sekri,

Data Management: Jacob Andersen, Mohammed Zaki, Ayman El Maazawy, Dean
Procurement: Anwar Ahmed
Coastal Water: A¡ne Jensen, Erling, Ole
Reference Lab: Ulla Lund, (Street 13 Maadi) tel: 012 3L20951, Mai EzzEldin Ahmed (counterpart),

Fleming Boysen, Kirsten, Suzanne, Jill, Vibecke.
EEAA,DT. Ibrahim Abdel Gelil (Chairman)
Dr Ahmed Gamal
Mr Ahmed Abou ElSeoud (EIMP PM)

Dr. Mohamed elZarka (EIMP counterpart)
Dr. Abdil Latif Hafez (Air Quality respons.), , (Env. researcher).
Mrs Hoda Hanaffi (head of GIS),

SharmElSheik, EEAA Nat. Park Office, Dr. Omar Hassan,
Wael Roger Karkour (passive sampl.)

NIOF: Dr.El Betagy
Sofitel Hotel: Maadi, Tel: 526 060lL,Fax;202 526 ll33
Ambassader:
Norge: Al Gazira al Wusta str.
Amassadpr: Mette Ravn, 2.sekr. Siw Boetker, tel.340 3340 , faxl. 342 0709
Danmark; 12 Hassan Sabri, Zamalek, John Carstensen 378 2040
COWI: 00 45 45 97 22ll
USAID - CAIP: Jim Howes, Monir Labib, Jennifer Baker (Training) , Kirk Stopenhagen
CTS: Amr ElSoueini, tel: 378 2908, Fax: 350 4977, Mobile: 012 216 6670, Ali Hamed
EMC(Env. Monitoring Company inc.): Bill Hayes, Steve Gersh (Vice President),
Fax:805 544 1824, (sgersh@emcslo.com)
Mohammed Nasar (AQ) , rel 351 5174,Canal Street 3, Maadi
Giza Pyramids: Dr. Hawas, Ahmed El Hagar
Sakkara: Mohammed Hagras, Hamdi Amin
Delta Steel Company: Engineer Yussry Ibrahim (Project Director)

Leif Marsteen /Rolf Dreiem: 10 street 86, apt. 10, Maadi, Cairo, tel 351 3226,
Magde 351 1359, Maadi contact: Espen AlStad
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4.2

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel: 202 525 6442, Faxt 202 525 6467

Memo
To: JFS, AAE, MF
From: Bjarne Sivertsen
Date: 28 October 2000

Comments at departure, Mission 19, 28 October 2000

The EIMP air pollution monitoring programme has been a long process of repeated
training of several counterparts and continuous on-thejob training at all levels. To
keep the programme running it will be important that the people that have received
this training will stay with the future EEAA air quality monitoring programme.

From the meetings I had with the monitoring institutions this month, it has become
clearer to me than ever that the backbone of obtaining good quality air pollution
data is linked to sustainability. As stated in my memo on " A sustainable air quality
measurement programme for Cairo", the main challenges are to ensure that the
experts will stay and that fast and flexible procedures are established for obtaining
equipment and resources necessary to operate the measurements.

Several tasks will have to be followed up in the future:

1. Orders have to be placed from CEHM and effectuated by EEAA for
consumables and spare parts such as: Pumps for high volume samplers, various
consumables from NILU Products, Spareparts from CTS etc.

2. The updated list of consumables and spareparts available at the monirtoring
institutions has to be updated and presented to EIMP/EEAA as soon as
possible.

3. Filter holders for Airmetrics samplers have to distributed as soon as possible.
(IGSR is waiting for extra supply to adequately undertake measurements every
week).

4. A new list (request for quotation) of equipment needed for the sampling
programme has been sent from CEHM to NILU Products on 24 OCT by mail.
A copy will be given to Haytham who will follow up the ordering.

5. Salaries for the field operators at IGSR have to be provided before these people
are leaving the programme.

6. The equipment remaining for performing VOC measurements and analyses,
as well as training and installation is still lacking a few parts. Haytham has to
follow up the matter, and give information to NILU as soon as everything is
available.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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7. The "catalogue" of sites including complete site reports has to be finalised.
The report will include UTM references, maps and photos. (HAA).

8. Results from analyses performed at CEHM, of passive samplers from the
passive sampling programme as of October 2000, has to be forwarded to
NILU. (Heba/Haytham)

9. The layout for an annual report from EEAA was prepared and discussed with
Heba for the 1999 report. Further refining of this report was scheduled for this
Mission, but time did not allow this work. We will have to return to these
tasks. I have brought the last year report back to NILU for evaluation. (Heba)

10. Analyses of sequential sampling data and AlRmetrics analyses at CEHM
laboratories should be followed up. Filters are taken to NILU for control. Ove
Hermannsen will also be instructed to check the routines, when ever he will
arrive in Cairo.

1 1. Check the quality of lead analyses from CEHM. Obtain the proficiency test
report and evaluate the quality of the data reported as part of the EIMP
programme. Also check that the list of new selected filters for analyses are
followed up. (Heba/Haytham)

12. Data for ammonium collected with the NH3 instrument at Air Defence
institute at AbuQuir (Alex) should be reported by IGSR. IGSR experts should
also have access to using the instruments during passive sampling campaigns.

13. The database programme still has to be fully tested at EEAAÆIMP. Check
wind roses and Breuer diagrams. (Heba).

14. To follow-up the development including data quality, passive sampling
analyses and evaluations, mission reporting and annual reporting the Team
Leader will need to have access for the use of more hours at 66home offïce" at
NILU.

15. Additional training and expatriate input to the EEAA personnel will be needed
in the near future.

16. Audits from instrument and monitoring experts to the stations should be
considered, in addition to detailed training for maintenance and repair people at
CEHM. One operator should participate in this training from IGSR?

Four experts have been appointed by CEHM to undertake repair and maintenance.
The names of persons responsible for repair and maintenance are:

r l- Yassin Fathy
o )- Mohamed Farouk
o J- Maher Hafez
o !- Bassem (will be hired during November)

The PM16 monitor repaired for Assyut will be held back at CEHM as backup for
PMls monitors in Cairo until the new PM10 monitors are released from CTS at the
end of November?

The priority for these monitors will be to replace monitors that does not work
properly. PM16 instruments that are operating should NOT be moved to other sites
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Appendix B

Design

8.3 Map - EIMP Monitoring Stations
8.3.1 The Monitoring and Sampling Sites Operated

under EIMP Network
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8.3.1

The Monitoring and Sampling Sites Operated under EIMP
Network

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

ID Station Name Area Type Parameters Starting
Date

Monitors Samplers

sou NO" PMro o3 co Met soz BS NO, PM¡o v0c 1'SP DF PS

I El-Kolaly Urban Center I I l* l* 24-May-98

2 El-Gomhoryia Street Canyon I I I I 25-Dec-9'l

J Abbassyia Urb. /Res. I I I 22-May-99
4 Nasr City Residential I I I 08-Oct-98

5 El-Maadi Residential I I l++ 10-Dec-98

6 Tabbin Industrial I I 2'7-Oct-97
't Tabbin South Industrial I 1-- I l9-Oct-98
8 Fum El-Khalie Road side/Urb. I I I 07-Nov-98

9 Abu Zabel Ind./Res. I I I l6-Nov-98
l0 Shoubra El K Industrial I 1"" I 0l-May-98
ll Cairo Universitv Residential 1 I l+ l8-Jul-98
t2 Giza Pyramides Monumental 2 l-Jul-2000
t3 6 October Res./Ind. I I I I l2-Jan-99
I4 10 Ramadan Residential I I I I l5-Dec-98

l5 Suez Urban I 03-Feb-99

l6 Port Said Residential 1 I 1O-May-99

t7 Ismailia Urb./Res. I 2 04-Feb-99

l8 El Fayum Urban I 1 03-Feb-99

t9 El-Minva Res./Ind. I 2 09-Jul-99
20 Assyutl Res./Urb. 2 08-Jul-99

2t Assvut2 Res./Urb.

22 Nag Hammadi Ind./Res. I 2 07-Jul-99

23 Luxor Urb./Res. 1 1 08-Jun-99
24 Edfu Ind./Res. I 2 06-Jul-99

25 KomOmbo Industrial I I I 09-Jul-99

26 Aswan Urb./Res. l" I 23-Jun-99

27 Ras Mohamed Background I I 2 l3-Mar-99

28 Abu keir Industrial I I 2 22-M-20
42 El Shouhada Traffìc I I I

29 El-Max Industrial I I I I l5-Nov-98
30 IGSR I I I 1 15-Nov-98
31 El Asafra I I I I I l5-Nov-98
32 Gheat El-Inab I I I 1 I I 15-Nov-98
33 IGSR. Resional I I 15-Nov-98
4l El -Nahda 1 I 20-Feb-

2000
34 Damanhur 1 2 15-Feb-99
35 Kafr El-Zayat I I I I I
36 Tanta I I I I l5-Jun-99
3t El-Mahalla I I l7-Jun-99
38 El Mansura I 1 I 15-Apr-99
39 Damiatta I I I I 15-May-99
40 Kafr El Dawar I I I I 15-Mar-99
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Appendix C

Procurement

C.l Procurement
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c.1

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel:202 525 6442, Fax:2O2 525 6467

Procurement

Between Mission 18 and Mission 19, several items were reported as part of the
procurement process:

o 27 stabilisers have been delivered to CEHM to be installed in the Air
network

¡ NH: detector has been delivered to IGSR
o Helmet for the motorbike has been handed over to IGSR
r Accessories for PM1¡ Airmetrics samplers have been delivered to IGSR to

start installing the sampler in El Shouhada station
o Flow Calibrator has been delivered to NIS to be used in the calibration of

samplers.
¡ Charcoal and purafil have been delivered to CEHM to be used in the

stations.
¡ Safety boxes for monitors are being prepared to be used in transportation.
o One set of rechargeable batteries have been delivered to IGSR
o 2 PMro Airmetrics units have been delivered to CEHM to be installed in

Fayum and Abu Zabel.
o 1 PMro Airmetrics unit has been delivered to CEHM to be installed in

Gomhoryia station
. Spare parts for NILU sequential samplers have been delivered to CEHM. 2

PM16 monitors have been ordered during the month

New procedures during procurement of spare parts and consumables

The report "Status of the Monitoring Programme operated by IGSR" based on
meetings in Alexandria 8-9 October 2000, was the background for the conclusions
drawn from a meeting at EEAA on 11 October 2000. After discussions at EIMP it
was decided that procedures for obtaining and installing spare parts and
consumables has to be specified in writing.

Spøreparts and Consumables

1. CEHM has to assure that consumables, such as charcoal, purafil, filters etc. are
kept in stock at any time, and ahead ofurgent needs.

2. Copies of orders from CEHM for supplying the stock have to be sent to EEAA

3. Requests from IGSR to CEHM have to be documented and made traceable.
Copies therefore have to be sent to EEAA.
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4. Deliveries of consumables from CEHM to IGSR have to be effected no later
than within two weeks after the request is received from IGSR.

5. Updated lists of consumables and spare parts in stock at CEHM should be
presented to EEAA every month.

The measurement operations as well as maintenance, repair, spareparts and
consumables will be followed up by an assigned expert at EEAA.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Appendix D

Data management

D.3 Database development
D.3.1 The first presentations of Breuer Diagrammes
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Database development

Indicated data flow
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The first presentations of Breuer Diagrammes
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Appendix E

Training

8.2.2 OA/QC Standard Operational Procedures
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QA/QC Standard Operational Procedures

It's in my
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8.2.2

This document is based on work done during several missions to Egypt in the
period of June 1997 to May 2000 for the EIMP project. The EIMP project is
funded by Danida and headed by COWI.

The document covers the following tasks referring to the work programme
activities:

F: QA/QC
Develop and implement a complete QA/QC system for the operational level
of the Air Quality component of the EIMP programme.

This documentation explains in detail how to perform and document all operations
necessary to run, maintain and calibrate the instrumentation both in the laboratory
and in the field. The procedures are supposed to be used by the operators in their
daily work. This documentation shall not be stored far from the instrumentation.

The documentation is split into three manuals called:

¡The Operational Level Documentation Part I -
System Description

oThe Operational Level Documentation Part II -
Laboratory Operations

oThe Operational Level Documentation Part III -
Field Operations

To get a quick overview of the Operational Level Documentation you should start
by reading the Introduction in Part I.

QA/
QC
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Standard Operations Procedures Manual

CONTENTS
Introduction
Preparing the documentation for a new instrument or station
Performance acceptance criteria
System evaluation audit - Air quality station
Performance evaluation audit - Gas monitors
Performance evaluation audit - PMls monitors
Performance evaluation audit - High volume samplers
Calibrating a SO2 reference standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a NO reference standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a CO reference standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a HC reference standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a SO2 travelling or working standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a NO travelling or working standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a CO travelling or working standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a HC travelling or working standard gas cylinder
Calibrating a TEI model 145 PT ZS check unit
Dynamic calibration of a TEI model 43C SO2 monitor
Dynamic calibration of a TEI model 42C NOx monitor
Dynamic calibration of a TEI model 47C CO monitor
Dynamic calibration of a TEl model 55C HC monitor
Dynamic calibration of a TEI model 49C 03 monitor
Two point calibration of a TEI model43C SO2 monitor
Two point calibration of a TEI model 42C NOx monitor
Two point calibration of a TEI model 48C CO monitor
Two point calibration of a TEI model 55C HC monitor
Two point calibration of a TEI model 49C 03 monitor
Flow calibration of a NILU model FK NO2 sequential sampler
Flow calibration of a NILU model FK SO2 sequential sampler
Field calibration of a TEI model 43C SO2 monitor
Field calibration of a TEI model 42C NOx monitor
Field calibration of a TEI model 48C CO monitor
Field calibration of a TEl model 55C HC monitor
Field calibration of a TEI model 650PM10 PMls monitor
Field calibration of a TEI model 610 high volume TSP sampler
Field calibration of a TEI model 600 high volume PMls sampler
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 43C SO2 monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 42C NOx monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 48C CO monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 55C HC monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 49C 03 monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 650 PMtg monitor
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 145 PT Z/S check unit
Routine maintenance on a TEI model 610 high volume TSP sampler
Routine maintenance on a TET model 600 high volume PMls sampler
Routine maintenance on a NILU model FK SO2 sampler

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Routine maintenance on a NILU model FK NO2 sampler
Routine maintenance on a NILU model SFl Dustfall sampler
Routine maintenance on an IVL model Passive sampler
Installing a reference standard gas cylinder
Installing a Travelling or working standard gas cylinder
Installing an EMC Station Manager data logger hardware
Installing an EMC Station Manager data logger software

45
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Appendix F

QA/QC

F.4.1 Memo - Requirements for quality of laboratory
measurements in the EIMP monitoring
programme

F.4.1 Evaluation of CEHM in P.T 12: Pb on Filter: - June
2000
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F.4.1

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel:202 525 6442, Fax:202 525 6467

E-mail: e¡mp @ ¡ntouch.com

Memo
Tiile

Version
Date
To

From
copy

REFERENCE LABORATORY
Requirements for quality of laboratory measurements in the
EIMP monitoring programme
001
21 Nov.2000
Reference laboratories, monitoring institutions, counterparts,
task managers
AAE, JFS, MF
UOL

The tables below give the requirement for data quality, which all institutions
working under EIMP contracts must at least be able to achieve. The requirements
are valid until 30 Ju;ne2002. The requirements will be re-evaluated at this date. In
particular preliminary requirements will be changed to a higher quality.

The tables also give a concentration range within which the concentrations in the
monitoring programme will fall in most cases. The required data quality must be
achievable for all concentrations in this range.

The maximum uncertainty is the uncertainty that can be tolerated in all measured
values in the monitoring programme. The uncertainty shall be understood as a957o
confidence interval for the measured value.

When evaluating proficiency test results the maximum uncertainty is interpreted as

the range around the assigned value, which covers all acceptable results.
Laboratories must take measures to avoid recun:ence for any result outside this
range.

Air, filters from high-volume or sequential and passive samplers

Parameter Maximum uncertainty* Minimum required range

Pb x.lOTo of value or t 1 pglfilter I - 30 ¡rglfilter

x. lOTo of value or + 0.2 p"g/m3 0.5 - 5 pglm3

Soz *.l07o of value or + 2 þglfilter 2 -200 pglfilter

x. lOTo of value or * 3 pglm3 4 - 300 ¡rg/m3

Noz x.lOVo of value or + 3 pglfilter 10 - 200 pg/filter

x. lÙVo of value or + 3 pglm3 20 -200 ¡tglm3
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F.4.1 .

Evaluation of CEHM in P.T l2z Pb on Filter: - June 2000,

Prepared by EIMP Reference Laboratory Counterpart, CH. Mai E. Ahmed

Bold: Participant results outside the acceptable range

The requirements for the quality of results for P.T. 12 in Synthetic Samples of Pb filters
according to range ofstandard deviation ofassigned value: -

Parameter Max. Deviation from the assigned valve

Pb

t, - LïVo assign value or +r - 0.2 ustm3 = +,- 1.44 lre/ Filter

Parameter Pb pel Filter
Sample
Type

Accepted
deviation limits

Participant
result

Sample A 6.s - 3.5 8.78

Sample B tr-9 13.97

Sample C 22-18 19.15

Sample D 27.5 -22.5 23.95

Sample E 33 -27 29.36

Batch No. Results Recovery ( Accuracy)
A Average X 8.78 175 .6%o -Unaccepted

I39 .7 Vo -Unaccepted

95.75 Vo

95.8 Vo

97.8 Vo

B Average X 13.97

C Average X 19.15

D Average X 23.95

E Average X 29.36
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Pb Lowest recovery hzs.ao/"
Pb Highest recovery lgl.a o/o

This Proficiency test \ilas covered the concentration range

from 0.69 - 4.2 pglm3
The accuracy for the samples in the low concentrations are not satisfy that the
recovery ranged from 175.6- 139.7 7o that means there are systematic effor may
from many reasons as biased calibration or biased blank.
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G.3.1

G.4.1
G.4.1
G.4.1
G.4.1
G.4.1
G.4.1
G.4.1 b)

Appendix G

G Monitoring

Visit to Kafr Zayal and ElMahalla - Memo
October 2000
lnput to: Maintenance and repair
Air Pollution Monitoring, May 2000
Air Pollution Monitoring, June 2000
Air Pollution Monitoring, July 2000
Air Pollution Monitoring, August 2000
Air Pollution Monitoring, Sep 2000
Status of the Monitoring Programme operated
by IGSR - Meeting 8-g October 2000
Air Quality Network Operations - Memo 11
October 2000
Monitoring Operations, problems to be solved
- Memo 14 October 2000
Repair Report Based on lnformation from
CEHM (1 May - 31 May)
Operational problems
Sampling Programme
Filters to be selected for lead analyses
Checking preparations for Ove's mission -
memo 28 Sep. from Haytham Ahmed
EIMP Passive sampling programme Oct 1999
Passive sampling programme Cairo Oct 2000
Passive Samplers of EIMP for NO, and SOr -
Correspondance CAIP and EIMP

G.4.1 c)

G.4.2 a)

G.4.2 b)

G.4.4.1
G.6.1

G.6.2

G.6.3.a
G.6.3.b
G.6.3.c
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G.3.1

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel: 202 525 6442, Fax: 202 525 6467

Memo

To: IGSR
Copy, to: Jorgen Simonsen (JFS), Mohamed Fathy (MF), Ahmed AbElScoud,
Haytham, Ahmed (HAA), Heba Fathy (HF)
From Bjarne Sivertsen
Date: 1.6 October 2000

Visit to Kafr Zayal and EI Mahalla

Site visits were paid to Kafr Zayat and to ElMahalla to evaluate the representativity
of the sites and to identify possible new locations.

Kafr Zayat (Site Location: E: 30 deg 49,15 min; N 30 deg 49,35 min)

The site is located at the roof of a school about 12 m above the surface. The site is
representative for the general air pollution over the city centre of Kafr Zayat. The
main part of the brick factories emitting particles, black soot and SO2 are located
west and west-south-west of the site. The prevailing wind directions are from
north-west. Still we have seen occasions with very high impact of PMls and SO2 at
the site, due to emissions from the industries.

The Kafr Zayat site will be kept at this location as it represents both the general
impact in the city as well as catch the impact from industries when the wind is
blowing from the industrial areas.

We also identified another site for passive sampling and for a possible future
sequential sampler for SO2 and Black Smoke. This site is located at the Religious
Institute for Girls in the village of Kafr An-Nasriyyah. (Location: 30 deg 49,4 min
East, 30 deg 47,9 deg N).

El Mahallah (Site Location: E:3ldeg L0,0 min ; N 30 deg 57,3 min)

The existing monitoring site in ElMahallah is located between the textile factories
and one of the major residential areas of Maliallah. It is located south-west of the
industrial emissions, while the prevailing wind is from north and north-west. (see
map).
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915

We tried to find a new location further east, but the roads turn southwards, and the
present site would be more representative for both urban impact and industrial
impact.
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The El Mahalla Air Qualify monitoring site

Another option would be to leave out the industrial impact and move the site into
the urban city centre, where the traffic is higher, the streets more well organised
and the main business and offices are located. One possibility for such a new
location could be near the Library or the Government building.

We propose that passive sampling will have to be undertaken on a weekly basis for
a short period at this site (at the Library balcony). The results from the passive
sampling programme will be compared with monitoring data from the existing
station, and a final decision concerning moving the station will be based upon these
results. Another future option could be to add a simple sequential sampler at the
Library.

site
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G.4.1

Input to:
Maintenance and repair

After reporting a reduction in SO2 concentrations in some of the monitors, Rolf
and Laif were requested to comment on this matter.

Leif had seen sand in the intake tubes and in the filterholder. IGSR was requested

by Rolf to try the procedures presented below:

Original Message From: RolfDreiem [SMTP:rolf.dreiem@nilu.no] Sent: 6. oktober
200014:36

To:'yfathy@usa.net' Cc:'Im@nilu.no'
Subject: RE: Presample Teflon Filter

Hello Yasin.

It was nice to hear from you. I hope the network in Egypt is running well without
to many problems. You say you are using Teflon filter 0.5 um pore size. If you
look on page 9-10 in SO2Instruction Manual it says 5-10 um pore size.

At NILU we are using 5 um Teflon filter. Many things can happen if the pore size
is too small.

o Not al1 air is going through the filter.
o Air coming from other places does not have the same SO2 concentration.
o Airflow is going down.

You can try the following steps:

1. Control airflow on monitor. Do it with and without filter.
2. Measure airflow without filter (on inlet tube).
3. Measure airflow with filter (on inlet tube).
4. Ensure that the filter really is Teflon. Other filters (paper) absorbs SO2.

This should give answers to your problem I hope. Regards Rolf

Original Message From: yfathy@usa.net [SMTP:yfathy@usa.net] Sent: 4. oktober
2000
15:20 To: lm@nilu.no Cc: RD@nilu.no

Subject: Pre sample Teflon Filter
Hello Dear Mr. Leif Marsteen
How are You, First,I would like to Thank you Very much For the S.O.p for PMlg
You send it to me,I would like to about the Teflon Filters 0.5 Um Type LS which
we are using before sample intake in the Gas monitors because the new batch filter
seams to be reducing the SO2 Readings too Much (eg. in AL-GOMHORYA ST.,

the reading without the filter about 45 ppb and with the filter about 6 ppb). I
understand that it reduce it by small amount that is why we are using it in both
Zerc and Span also, but by this value it seams that there something Wrong, may the
Type, I don't know, please give me an Advise. Yours Sincerely Yasin.
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G.4.1

EIMP
Air Pollution Monitoring, May 2000

Procurement

o 27 stabilisers have been delivered to CEHM to be installed in the Air network
. NH¡ detector has been delivered to IGSR
o Helmet for the motorbike has been handed over to IGSR
o Accessories for PM1¡ Airmetrics samplers have been delivered to IGSR to start

installing the sampler in El Shouhada station.

Data Management

Generally the data management undertaken by the Monitoring Laboratories is in
good routine and according to arrangements with EIMP.

Reporting

o Daily Reports on the air quality in Greater Cairo area during May were
prepared.

o Monthly report on the Air Quality of Egypt during April has been prepared.
o Draft Annual Reports have been submitted by CEHM and IGSR.

Monitoring

Abbassyia, Nasr City, Maadi, Tabbin south, Fum El Khalig Abu Zabel, Giza, 6
October, l0 Ramadan, Port Said, Ismailia, EI Fayum, EI Minya, Assyut2, Nag
Hammadi, Luxor, Edfu, KomOmbo, Aswan, RasMohammed, EI Max, /GSR,
Alasafra, Gheat EI Inab, Alexandria regional, Damanhur, Tanta, Kqfr Dawar &
Damietta were working properþ.

Kolaly

Problems have been observed in PM16 monitor and repaired and now working
properly. The new A/C split unit has been repaired and now working properly.

EI Gemhoryia

PMls monitor belongs to Tabbin station has been repaired and installed in the
station and now working properly.

Tabbin

The renovation of the station has been finished during May. A new split unit has
been installed in the station to work parallel with the old one. Minor problems for
PMls monitor has been observed and repaired.

Shoubra

All the equipment of the station was re-installed and working properly (except NO2
sampler). A new stabiliser was installed in the station.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Suez

Problems in the telephone line appeared and solved and now working properly.

Assyut L

The stabilisers needed for the working of the station have been handed over to
CEHM to be installed in the station.

Abu Keir

NH¡ detector has been delivered to IGSR to be handed over.

El Shouhada square

The station was installed during May and working properly.

Kafr El Zayat

The SO2 monitor has been repaired and will be installed in the station. Filter Reel

assembly has been delivered to IGSR to be installed in the station.

Mahalla

The SOz monitor has been repaired and will be installed in the station. PMro
monitor is still in repair.
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G.4.1

EIMP
Air Pollution Monitoring, June 2000

Procurement

o Flow Calibrator has been delivered to NIS to be used in the calibration of
samplers.

o Charcoal and purafil have been delivered to CEHM to be used in the stations.
o Safety boxes for monitors are being prepared to be used in transportation.
o One set of rechargeable batteries have been delivered to IGSR

Data Management

Generally the data management undertaken by the Monitoring Laboratories is in
good routine and according_to arrangements with EIMP.

Reporting

. Daily Reports on the air quality in Greater Cairo area during June were
prepared.

o Monthly report on the Air Quality of Egypt during May has been prepared
o Draft report for the lst quarter 2000 has been prepared on the Air Quality in

Alex. and Delta by IGSR
o Final annual report has been submitted by IGSR for the yeat 1999.

Monitoring

Kolaly, Nasr City, Maadi, Tabbin south, Abu Zabel, Giza, 6 October, Port Said,
Ismailia, EI Fayum, EI 'Minya, Assyut2, Nag Hømmadi, Luxor, Edfu, KomOmbo,
Aswan, RasMohammed, EI Max, Alasafra, Abu Keir, Gheat EI Inab, Alexandria
regional, Damanhur, Tanta & Kafr Dawar were working properly.

EL Gemhoryia

PM16 monitor returned to CTS for checking and repaired during the month. 1025

calibrator of CO transferred to CEHM for repair. High temperature observed inside
the room of the station, the A/C company was informed for repair.

Abbassyia

Automatic daily calibration not performed. CEHM is taking actions for repair

Tabbin

Telephone line is not working in the station.

Fum Al-Khalig

The A/C unit need to be repaired. The A/C company was informed for repair

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Shoubra
NO2 sampler still in repair. Problems with the Met. tower have been observed.

10 Ramadan

The station has been renovated during the month.

Suez

Problems with the 145 calibrator have been observed.

Assyutl

Problems with the telephone line have been observed. NO* monitor is at CEHM for
repair.

EI Shouhada square

The PMls Airmetrics sampler has been installed in the station. Polling of data is

working properly. NO2 monitor has been sent to CEHM for repair.

EI Max

A flow rate value of -45 Vo was recorded for NO2 device, this value is reported in
the calibration certificate and will be checked.

IGSR

The NO* monitor has been transferred to CEHM for repair. Telephone still not
working in the station. All the other equipment is working properly.

Kafr El Zayat

The SO2 monitor has been repaired and will be installed in the station. Filter Reel

assembly has been delivered to IGSR to be installed in the station

Mahalla

The SOz monitor has been repaired and will be installed in the station. PMls has

been repaired and waiting for filter reel assembly.

EI Mansura

NRAD readings are suffering from a software problem. A power failure occurred
in the station from 8 to 12 June 2000.

Domyat

A flow rate value of -18 7o was recorded for SO2 sampler, this value is reported in
the calibration certificate.

Database

3 main problems were reported from the monitoring institutions:
- Very Slow
- Time out error if you take more than 30 days
- Reference data should be corrected.
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G.4.1

EIMP
Air Pollution Monitoring, July 2000

Procurement

o 2 PMro Airmetrics units have been delivered to CEHM to be installed in Fayum
and Abu Zabel.

Data Management

Generally the data management undertaken by the Monitoring Laboratories is in
good routine and according to ¿urangements with EIMP.

Reporting

o Daily Reports on the air quality in Greater Cairo area during July were
prepared.

o Final report for the lst quarter 2000 has been prepared on the Air Quality in
Alex. and Delta by IGSR.

o Final annual report has been submitted by CEHM for the year 1999.

Monitoring

Nasr City, Maadi, Tabbin south, Abu Zabel, Giza, 6 October, Port Said, Ismailia,
El Minya, Assyut2, Nag Hammadi, Luxor, Edfu, KomOmbo, Aswan,
RasMohammed, El Max, Alasafra, Abu Keir, Gheat El Inab, Alexandria regional,
Damanhur & Tanta were working properþ.

Kolaly

Problems with the A/C units have been reported, CEHM is taking action for repair.

El Gemhoryia

A/C unit has been repaired during the month. PMls monitor is working but the data

is being investigated.

Abbassyia

SO2 monitor has been sent to CEHM for repair. Automatic daily calibration has

been repaired.

Tabbin

Telephone line is working in the station.

Fum Al-Khalig

One of the A/C units is not working. The A/C company was informed for repair.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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Shoubra
The Met. tower has been repaired. Spare parts for NO2 seQuential sampler have

been ordered.

Giza Pyramid

Passive sampling has been started in Giza and Sakkara.

Suez
145 calibrator has been repaired. SOz monitor will be transferred to CEHM for
checking.

El Fayum

An Iron box for Airmetrics sampler has been installed in the station.

Assyutl

Telephone line still has problems. NO* monitor is still at CEHM for repair

El Shouhada square

NO* monitor gives strange values, this will be further investigated.

IGSR

Problems in the A/C unit have been observed and repaired during the month. The
PMls monitor is cutting its filter reel, it will be subjected to further investigation.

81 Nahda (El Amraya)

Problem in the PM1¡ Hi. Vol. sampler has been observed, the sampler has been

sent to CEHM for repair.

Kafr El Zayat

NO* monitor has been sent to CEHM for repair. The station was renovated during
the month.

Mahalla

PM16 monitor has been repaired and waiting for filter reel assembly.

El Mansura

Small problem in polling of data, this will be checked during the next visit.

Domyat

The station was renovated during July. The equipment are working properly.

Kafr Dawar

Power failure was observed by the operator during the weekly visit. The samplers
are working properly.
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G.4.1

EIMP
Air Pollution Monitoring, August 2000

Procurement

o PMro Airmetrics unit has been delivered to CEHM to be installed in Gomhoryia
station.

Data Management

Generally the data management undertaken by the Monitoring Laboratories is in
good routine and according to ¿urangements with EIMP.

Reporting

o Daily Reports on the air quality in Greater Cairo area during August were
prepared.

o Draft report for the 2nd quarter 2000 has been prepared on the Air Quality in
Alex and Delta by IGSR.

¡ Draft report for the 2nd quarter 2000 has been prepared on the Air Quality in
Great Cairo and Upper Egypt.

Monitoring

Nasr City, Maadi, Tabbin south, Shoubra, Giza,6 October, Port Said,Ismailia, EI
Minya,Assyut2, Nag Hammadi, Luxor, Edfu, KomOmbo, Aswan, RasMohamrned,
EI Max, Alasafra, Abu Keir, Gheat El Inab, Alexandria regional & Tanta were
working properly.

Kolaly

Problems in PMls monitor have been reported, CEHM is taking action for repair

El Gemhoryia

PMls monitor has been moved from the station to Abbassyia station. PM16

Airmetrics unit has been installed in the station to evaluate the previous readings
taken from the monitor.

Abbassyia

The PM16 monitor of Gomhoryia station has been installed in the station. SO2 and
Ozone monitors still in repair waiting for spare parts.

Tabbin

Problems in polling of data have been observed, CEHM is taking action for repair.

Fum Al-Khalig

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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NO* monitor has been repaired during the month. A new lock for the shelter has

been installed.

Abu Zabel

An iron box installed in the station (for Airmetrics PMls sampler).

Giza Pyramid

Pasive sampling has been started in Giza and Sakkara.

Suez

SO2 monitor is being inspected (in the station).

El Fayum

Telephone line has been fixed. NO" monitor is still at CEHM for repair. Modem
needs to be repaired.

ElShouhada square

The station was inspected by CEHM and monitors have been sent to be calibrated

IGSR

The station was inspected by CEHM and the monitors have been sent for CEHM to
be calibrated.

El Nahda (El Amraya)

Problem in the PMIO Hi. Vol. sampler has been observed, the sampler still at
CEHM for repair.

Kafr El Zayat

NO* monitor has been repaired and installed in the station.

Mahalla

PMls monitor has been repaired and waiting for filter reel assembly. The station
was inspected by IGSR team to evaluate the low readings recorded in the station.

El Mansura

NO* monitor has been sent for CEHM to be calibrated.

Domyat

The station was renovated during July. The equipment are working properly.

Kafr Dawar

Electricity is working properly. The samplers are working properly.

Damanhur

We have got approval for installing PMls Airmetrics sampler in the station.
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G.4.1

EIMP
Air Pollution Monitoring, Sep 2000

Procurement

Spare parts for NILU sequential samplers have been delivered to CEHM. 2 PMrg
monitors have been ordered during the month.

Data Management

Generally the data management undertaken by the Monitoring Laboratories is in
good routine and according to arrangements with EIMP.

Reporting

Daily Reports on the air quality in Greater Cairo area during September were
prepared.

Daily Reports on PMls in Greater Cairo area have been prepared for the early
warning system.

Final report for the 2nd quarter 2000 has been prepared on the Air Quality in Great
Cairo and Upper Egypt.

Monitoring

Gomhoryia, Nasr City, Maadi, Tabbin, Tabbin south, Fum Al-Khalig, Shoubra,
Giza, Giza pyramides, 6 October, 10 of Ramadan, Port Said, Ismailia, El Fayum,
EI Minya, Assyut2, Nag Hammadi, Luxor, Edfu, KomOmbo, Aswan,
RasMohammed, El Max, Alasafra, Abu Keir, Gheat El Inab, IGSR, Alexandria
regional, Kafr El Zayat, Kafr Dawar & Tanta were working properþ.

Kolaly

The PM16 monitor of Assyut station has been installed in the station.

Abbassyia

SO2 has been repaired and installed in the station. Ozone monitors still in repair
waiting for spare parts.

Tabbin

Polling of data has been repaired and working properly.

Abu Zabel

Airmetrics PMls sampler has been installed in the station.

Suez

SO2 monitor is working properly after inspection.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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AssyutL

A new modem has been bought for the station. SOz monitor has been delivered for
monitor lab for the annual calibration. NO* monitor is still at CEHM for repair.

El Shouhada square

The data of the station have bad quality and being inspected by IGSR.

El Nahda (El Amraya)

The PMls Hi. Vol. sampler has been repaired.

Mahalla

Filter reel has been installed in the PMls monitor.

El Mansura

NO* monitor has been calibrated. 145 calibrator has been closed for one week to
inspect the reading of the station.

Damanhur

PMls Airmetrics sampler has been installed in the station.
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G.4.1 b)

EIMP
Status of the Monitoring Programme operated by IGSR

From the meetings on 8-9 October 2000
Reported by Bjarne Sivertsen

System Manager NOT functioning properly

A major shortage in the monitoring programme operated by IGSR is the fact the
corrections and zero line adjustments cannot be undertaken in the System Manager
Calibration results have thus not been taken into account in the data so far, which
means that the database transferred to EEAA has never been correct. Performing
corrections at the Excel sheets before presenting the data in reports (monthly,
quarterly, annual) will lead to differences in the databases at the Monitoring
institution and at EEAA.

These malfunctions in the System Manager was first reported in a memo to EEAA
on 6 February 2000, and repeated several times, last time in a fax to EEAA dated
13 September 2000.

Apparently neither Mohamed Zaki nor any other system responsible persons have
managed to solve this problem even after correspondence with Steve Gersch at
EMC. It is of crucial importance to the data handling that these matters are being
solved, and a schedule for this work will have to be agreed upon as soon as

possible.

No polling of data from IGSR

Due to problems with a modem specification there is still no daily polling of data
from the IGSR station and from the Regional background station at IGSR. This
polling is an important part of the QA/QC system, and may introduce errors in the
data.

The correct modems will have to be installed and tested as soon as possible!

28 Ahu Quir

Sequential NO2 sampler operates adequately in new shelter. Passive samples of
SOz and NO2 are collected weekly. For NOz samples are collected at the shelter
and at 100 m SW of the shelter, for SOz at the shelter.

NH3 measurements performed by the Air Defence College. Data have not yet been
available to IGSR or EIMP" These data will be reported in next Quarterly Report.

29 EI Max

Sequential samplers (SOz and NOz ) as well as PMls and dust fall are all working
properly. The data show relatively high NOz and PMls concentrations, surprisingly
low SOz concentrations.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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30 IGSR

There is no daily polling of data from this station due to missing response in the
modem selected. We can thus not check the last weeks of data..

The SOz monitor is being operated without permeation tubes. These tubes worked
only for two months before they were used up. New tubes have been requested.

The permeation tubes for the NO" monitor worked properly for 1,5 years.

The data presented for August-September seem to be somewhat strange, and will
have to be checked. The data (for some periods in August and September) also
seem to contain a delay in zero air and span gases ofup to 3 hours. In some strange
way the calibration gases have influenced the concentration readings at some of the
stations??

The operators asked whether it is necessary to perform the daily zero-span checks
by permeation tubes. They would prefer to use the travelling standard gases only
together with a zero check when purafil and charcoal will be made available.

The NO* monitor has been sent to NIS for calibration.

The PMro monitor has shown a strange behaviour in August. Yassin changed the
instrument constant (by mistake?). The constant is now changed back according to
Rolf specifications. The monitor at IGSR was originally at Tabbin and the manuals
have not been changed. This may have caused the confusion.

IGSR need one of the "calibration filters" to check levels.

The CO monitor zero line is changing faster than ever, and there are problems in
calibrating and adjusting CO concentrations. The CO correlation wheel has expired
and a new correlation wheel is needed. This was requested a long time ago. As
long as the System Manager cannot correct data, this has lead to a large problem.

3 3 Alexandria Regional/Bøckground

Meteorological data were reported of good quality. The ozone data looks good and
the variation and levels seem now to be relevant. The modem is not working,
which means that data are imported to the system manager only once a month.

31 El Azøfra

The SOz sequential sampler seems to work properly, even if the level is
surprisingly low. The reasons for the very low SOz concentrations will be
investigated again. NOz is measured by passive samplers.

PMls Airmetrics is working, but the instrument needs more filters to operate
(totally at least three for each site). More filters are ordered and in custom?

32 Gheøt El Inab

The measurements look good. Same comments as for El Azafra.
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41 El Nadøh

High volume PMro and dustfall is being operated here. No problems were reported.

42 El Shouhada Squøre

The calibrator has been turned off due to lack of purafil and charcoal. Charcoal was
ordered in June, but IGSR only received one fifth of what they needed. CEHM
claimed there was not more available.

The SOz data shows strange trends and does not behave properly. Water has been
detected in connection tubes between the air intake units and the monitor as well as

at the bottom of charcoal cylinder? Everything has to be done to prevent
condensation water to influence the intake air!

The SO2 as well as the NO* monitor show some strange prolonged "zero-air" for
about 3 hours after calibration. The SOz monitor was sent for calibration in Cairo
during the last week of August. PMro Airmetrics is now being operated, but a third
filter holder is needed.

34 Damanhour

SO2 and NO2 passive samplers are being operated according to schedule. The PMls
Airmetrics was installed in September and the first sample will be collected on 11

October 2000, when filter holders will be available.

35 Køfr El Zayet

There is no calibrator at the site? - It is still at CEHM, for repair

Zero-span is not performed routinely. The SO2 monitor zero line is off by about 70

Irglrrf . The monitor was calibrated by the travelling standard and the span gas also
showed a difference between monitor and calibration gas of about 75 pglm3. No
action has been taken (according to statement from Yassin).

The NO2 concentration for August seemed okay, but there is a zeÍo line offset of
about 8 þglmt. PMls data looks okay, but there are strange negative values, which
have been taken out of the August data set. These negative concentrations still
occuf.

36 Tanta

The sequential samplers and the PM16 Airmetrics seem to work adequately.

37 EI Møhalia

The SO2 monitor showed azeto offset of about 7 ¡rg/m3and had also a strange

behaviour in June, July and August.

The PMls monitor was re-started about one month ago. The problem with this
monitor was again related to the constant. Yassin changed the constant in August,
and the concentrations became very high. The instrument does not work properly
and Yassin will be requested to look at it in the field again, before it eventually will
be transferred to Cairo for repair. The instrument needs some spare parts?

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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The site location will have to be evaluated.

38 El Mansourø

Electricity had been out for short periods. A stabiliser was installed several months
ago. The calibrator was stopped for one week and the SO2 concentrations dropped

considerably. The calibrator is now working agun, but the operators at IGSR
requested to operate the monitor without calibrator if possible.

In August the SO2 monitor showed peak values every night after 0200 (data

removed from the database). After 28 August the data seemed to become correct,
without anyone interferring with the data??

The NO* monitor was sent to CEHM for repair on 22 September, because the

cooler was too hot

39 Domiatt

Seem to work properly.

40 Kafr EI Dawør

The instruments were installed and measurement started on24l:N.4.arch 1999. The
data look good.
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G.4.1 c)

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Telz 2O2 525 6442,Fax:202 525 6467

Memo

To: Jorgen Simonsen (JFSS), Mohamed Fathy (MF), Ahmed AbElSeoud,
Haytham, Ahmed (HAA), Heba Fathy (HF)

From Bjarne Sivertsen

Date: LL October 2000

Air Quality Network Operat¡ons

The report "Status of the Monitoring Programme operated by IGSR' based on
meetings in Alexandria 8-9 October 2000, was the background for the conclusions
drawn from a meeting at EEAA on 11 October 2000.

Spareparts and Consumables

6. CEHM has to assure that consumables, such as charcoal, purafil, filters etc. are
kept in stock at any time, and ahead of urgent needs.

7 . Copies of orders from CEHM for supplying the stock have to be sent to EEAA.

8. Requests from IGSR to CEHM have to be documented and made traceable.
Copies therefore have to be sent to EEAA.

9. Deliveries of consumables from CEHM to IGSR have to be effected no later
than within two weeks after the request is received from IGSR.

10. Updated lists of consumables and spare parts in stock at CEHM should be
presented to EEAA every month.

11. The measurement operations as well as maintenance, repair, spareparts and
consumables will be followed up by an assigned expert at EEAA.

Procedures for maíntenance ønd repair

1. A memo has been prepared for procedures concerning maintenance of PMls
monitors. The aim is to reduce the actions of moving these instruments too
much. Maintenance should be performed at the site if necessary.

2. It is necessary to strengthen the team of repair and maintenance experts at
CEHM. At least 3 or 4 persons should be trained to perform repair.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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3. EEAA will request that CEHM present names, background and specialities for
these experts.

4. The field operators at IGSR will have to specialise in maintaining one single
monitor. Even if they are responsible for several instruments at each site,

individuals should be appointed to specialise in one selected type of
instrument and learn in detail how to maintain this one. Whenever errors occur
at one site the expert for this specific instrument could be consulted.

Data retrieval

l. The System Manager does NOT operate according the manuals. However, it
seems we will have to live with the versions that have been installed at CEHM
and at IGSR.

2. Corrections and zero line adjustments will have to be performed for short
periods (<5 days) or between "missing data".

3. Polling of data on a daily basis will have to be operational from ALL sites as

soon as possible.

4. The new modem will be installed by Maher on Sunday 15 October 2000.

Extra training for maintenance and repair will be evaluated and may be given to the
repair shop experts at CEHM.

The problems faced at IGSR, such as missing charcoal, purafil, filter holders (for
Airmetrics), CO correlation wheel etc. will have to be solved as soon as possible.

These matters will be followed up and reported back to EEAA as soon as they are

solved.
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G.4.2 a)

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Wadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel:202 525 6442, Fax:2O2 525 6467

Memo

To: IGSR and CEHIM
Copy to: Jorgen Simonsen (JFS), Mohamed Fathy (MF), Ahmed AbElSeoud,
Haytham Ahmed (HAA), Heba Fathy (HF)

From Bjarne Sivertsen

Date: L4 October 2000

Monitoring Operat¡ons, problems to be solved

After meetings in Alexandria 8-9 October 2000 it was revealed that several
problems have occurred in the monitors. After consulting Leif and Rolf, the
following actions should be undertaken to assure a fair quality in the collected data.

C o nd e ns atio n and C ølib ratio n

The problem of water condensation in the scrubbers arises from the fact that the
pump inside the calibrator pressurises the air in the scrubbers causing water vapour
to condense.

Here is one suggestion to solve the problem with condensation in the calibrator:

Check the zero level manually once a week at the station using the permeation
tube calibrator. Between the zero checks the calibrator is switched off. This
will prevent condensation of water in the scrubbers and the lifetime of the
scrubbers will be prolonged. The permeation tubes will never be used and
must be removed from the calibrator.

2. Check the span level once a month using a travelling standard gas cylinder.
The span gas consume will increase since the span gas is used at the station
once a month instead of only once every three months.

This is the preferahle solution.

Another solution if you want to use permeation tubes:

1. The pressurised air coming out of the pump inside the calibrator is redirected
to a big flask for condensation of water before the air is fed to the scrubbers.
The flask should stand in front of the air conditioner. This requires some
simple rebuild of the calibrator.

1
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Here is one suggestion to solve the problem of condensation in the intake tubes

1. The intake manifold and intake tubes must be heated and/or insulated.
2. The intake manifold and intake tubes must be protected using e.g. plywood

from the cold air stream coming directly from the air conditioner.
3. In order not to let excessive air into the shelter the air coming out of the blower

at the intake manifold must be directed to the outside through a hole in the
shelter wall. Rolf instructed the labs to do this one year ago.

"Hangíng" zero ønd span concentrations

The problem is related to water condensation in the whole system. It can be solved
this way.

1. Change air inlet Teflon tubing, clean and dry the filter holder.
2. Change Teflon tubing from Calibrator to glass manifold.
3. Put one cylinder of Silica Gel on air inlet to the monitor and let the monitor run

for 24 hours.
4. Do the same drying procedure as 3 on the calibrator.

If this do not help the next step is to stop the monitor and calibrator. Take out ALL
tubing's and other parts, which are in contact with air, clean and dry it. We assume
that there is no air leakage in the system (calibrator, air intake manifold, valves and
monitor).
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No 'l'ype S/N Station Received Returned Malfunction

I PMroM ó50-58031 Mahalla 06-May 24-May Output voltage
different from the
actual reading

2 SOzM 43C-4-ó100ó-
329

Mahalla 06-May 24-May Flash Lâmp replaced

J TSP 610-58138-
316

Shoubra 0ó-May '20-May Controller repaired
andthe pump
replaced by hew one

4 ZS unit 145-58171-
317

F. Khalig l3-May l3-May Solenoid valve
disconnection

5 PMro M 650-58029-
315

F. Khalig At station At statron Installation

6 PM¡q M 650-58 t77-
316

Kolaly At station At station Repaired

7 SOz M 43c-6t64t-
332

Mansura 15 May l5 May Checked

8 SOzM 43C-58165-
316

F. Khalig l\t station At station Pump replaced

9 NOz M 42C-5ó068-
306

Giza At station At station Pump replaced

l0 NOz S 41998003 6"'Oct. 23May Repaired

76 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

G.4.2 b)

sfiqp
(.'(.t.Repair Report Based on Information from

Center Of Environmental Hazard Mitigation Center

(l May-31May)

(HøJtthamAhmed.I

The following Monitors have been repaired at the Center of Environmental Hazal'd
Mitigation during the period from I May till 3l of the same month.

Cølíbration Report

No Type S/N Station Received Returned Malfunction

I SOz M 43C-4-61006-
329

Mahalla l5 May 24May Annual Calibration

2 SOz M 43C-61641-
332

Shouhada l0 May 20May Recalibration due to
improper field
calibration
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3 NOX M 42C-6L470-
331

IGSR l9-May 22-May Recalibration due to
improper field
calibration

4 NOX M 42C6L466-
331

Suez 09-Apr 04-May Annual Calibration

5 NOX M 42C-57955-'
315

Mon.
Lab.

02-May 02-May Annual Calibration

6 SOz M 43C-58178-
316

Mon.
Lab.

03-May 03-May Annual Calibration

7 SOz M 43C-61050-
329

Maadi l0-May 10-May After changing flash
larnp

8 coc 10107 IGSR 25-May Annual Calibration

77
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G.4.4.1

Operational problems

Instruments are showing problems. A typical correspondence before Mission 20.

Dear Yasin.

About your temperature problem on NO* analyzer you can try to measure directly
on the cables to the cooler to see how the temp.regulater is working. If you find it
is working normal look if temperature goes down when power is on and
temperature goes up when power is off. If this happen the regulator or temperature
sensor don't work properly any more. Low readings? Is the reaction chamber
clean?
o Are you sure the flow is correct even if the instrument says "Flow OK".
o Measure the flow on inlet tube directly.
o Check that you have not mistake a ozone orifice instead of air orifice.

I hope this can help you to solve the problem on your NOx. It would be very nice if
you and all others (inclusive Tarek) can make a list of what you would like me to
do when I arrive in February.
Please mail me such a list and give it also to Mr. Bjarne when he arrives in Cairo 1-
2 weeks before me.

Looking forward to se you again soon

Regards
Rolf

-----Original Message-----
From: yfathy @usa.net [SMTP:yfathy @usa.net]
Sent: 16.januar 2001 12:40
To: Rolf Dreiem
Cc: lm@nilu.no
Subject: NOx Analyzer Cooler

Dear Mr. Rolf Dreiem
How are you and Happy New year, i have a problem at a NO* analyzer that the
Cooler temp. is fluctuating in Heigh Ranges, e.g. from 0.48 to - 4.5 degree
accompanied by Low reading at heigh concentration e.g. at 800 ppb it reads only
250 ppb !, i have looked for any leakage but i didn't find even in the Reaction
Chamber. Could you pleas give me advise to solve this proplem.

Dear Mr. Roll I know that you are coming next month, Do you nead any
preparation to be ready before you come.
Looking forward to your reply
Yours sencerally
Yasin
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Memo

From Bjarne Sivertsen
Date:24 October 2000

Sampling Programme
Filters to be selected for lead analyses

The following PMro filtefS should be analysed

The following TSP filtefS shoutd be anatysed

G.6.1

EIMP
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Wadi, Cairo, Egypt
Tel: 202 525 6442, Fax': 2O2 525 6467

Site Filter from day Gonc. Aver conc
first priority second priority uq/m3 uq/m3 tot

4 Nasr City 10.June 2000 29 june 2000 307 307

17 May 2000 165

5 Maadi 11 May 2000 30 june 2000 166 105

29 june 2000 156

13 6 October 1 6 June 2000 17 May 2000 230 156

5 April2000 128
14 10 Ramadan 17 May 2000 1 1 May 2000 114 111

11 April 2000 100

28 El Nahda 23 June 2000 21 May2000 104 95

29 ElMax 12 April2000 23 May 2000 646 246
32 Gheat ElEnab 20 April2000 23 May 2000 84 59
39 Domyat 15 May 2000 9 May 2000 93 80

Site Filter from day Gonc. Aver conc
first priority second priority uq/mg uq/m3 tot

1 Kolalv 11 Mav 2000 5 April2000 960 862
6 Tabbin 29 April2000 30 June 2000 900 893
7 Tabbin south 1B Mav 2000 23 April2000 2180 1 194
10 Shoubra 11 April2000 5 April2000 1468 608
15 Suez 23 April2000 29 June 2000 2480 1 503
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= 0.102 7o moles

= 0.0957 7o moles

= 0.102 Vo moles

= 0.189 7o moles
= 0.205 7o moles

= 0.959 Vo moles

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

G.6.2

EIMP
Environmental Information
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COW1
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Telz202 525 6442,Fax2202 525 6467

Memo

To: OH
CC :JFS, AAE, MF, BS

From : Haytham Ahmed
Date : 28 Sep.2000

Checking prepørøtions for Ove's mission

Introduction

Air Quality component is willing to expand the measurement programme by
installing 5 VOC samplers in the Air Quality Network. The measurement
programme at the start of measurements will be as follows.

Site lj-wss¡(ly (t) Comment
El-Gomhorvia X lnside the room
Tabbin South X ln shelter. intake throuoh wall
Shoubra X On the too of the roof
ElMax X ln shelter, intake throuoh wall
Damietta X ln shelter. intake throuoh wall

(1) Sampling days as PM16 or TSP samplers.

After installing the canisters in the above mentioned sites, samples will be analyzed
in the chemical lab. of CEHM.

Preparations done for training

l, - Calibration Gases

2 cylinders with regulators have been delivered by EIMP to the lab.

D Propane = 9.83 ppm
n) Hydrocarbon mix of N-Butane

Ethane
Iso-Butane
Methane
N-Pentane
Propane

lll) 2 Regulators of PA{ = 51,27BC10
- Inlet installed successfully on the head of cylinders
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- Outlet without screw to be installed on the device (Outlet will be Silicon
tube of diameter = ll4 inch.)

2 - External COz Coolant

Available with regulator in the lab. and connected to the Purge and Trap unit
-.CO2 regulator outlet is 3/4 inch
-.Purge and Trap unit Inlet is 1/8 inch.

3 - Manuals for Purge & Trap unit

Manuals for Purge & Trap unit are available in the lab.
Purge & Trap unit software = G1909-90300
Purge & Trap unit Hardwa¡e = G1900-90310

4 - Manuals for GC Software

These kinds of manuals are not available. CEHM has tried to look for it in the local
market but they did not find it.
They suggest printing the on-line help from the software itself.

5 - Extension cables

Extension cables for power supply of canisters are available in the lab. Defected
batteries have not been changed upon request from Bjarne after meeting with Amr
El Seouni (Manger of CTS).

He found these kind of batteries are too expensive and their role is only backup for
electricity.

6 - The responsible persons in the lab.

2 persons are working part time for CEHM will be responsible for the operation of
GC unit. During training they will be available full time.
These two persons are well trained on operating GC, one of them has 6 years
experience in operating such units, the other has 2 years experience in the same
field.

7 - Column of GC

Available in the lab but not connected waiting for the requirements of conditioning.

8 - Helium Cylinders

Available in the lab, but not connected due to problems in fîtting the regulator of
cylinders to the tube. CEHM is manufacturing connection locally.

9 - Capillary Tube between Purge & Trap unit and GC

The old tube has been damaged due to intensive work on the unit. A new one has
been ordered and will be available soon (within one week)

10 - Pressure Gauge

The pressure gauge and its valve controller are available in the lab.
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11. - Connection check-list

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

QuantityDêscr¡pt¡on Quantity checked

6

6

4

4

4

4

4

3

3

:lf--*.ll¡¡-

'm

Reducer r/r.u - 1/o' inch

Reducer l/r5" - 1/r" inch

Reducer l/ru - 1/o' inch

Reducing union 1lo" - r/.;'inch

Reducing union 1/0" - 1/ru inch

Reducing union r/r" - r/rr" inch

Union 1/."

Teg r/n"

Tee 1/r"

10

l0
10

fiFl
þ, u s Nuts & Ferrules r/rr"

Nuts & Ferrules r/r"

Nuts & Ferrules 1/0"

5 m Stainless steel tubing r/,u"

5 m Stainless steel tubing r/r"

5 m Stainless steel tubing 1/."

1 Valve, type Nupro SS 4H
(same as valves in the VOC-samplers).

1 Pressure gauge, +1 - 3 atm

6

6

4

4

4

4

4

3

J

10

t0
10

not available in market
OK
OK

OK

ok
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Ouestions bv CEHM for Ove

Svstem Chart:

1 - Please describe in details device no II and its connections?

2 -We have our own SOP for conditioning a new column which in brief.
I - Purge by carrier gas for 15 minutes
II - Initial for t hour at 100 C and then raising by rate of 2 Clmin.
III - Final temperature will be (column maximum temperature - 25 C) or ( analyses
temperature + 25 C)
IV - Start over night.

So, does this program fit with your SOP system for a new column at VOC system?
or you have another program.

3 - Please check if you have to fit a filter before the injection directly on the
column or not? because the column may contaminate with particulate matter
coming from the canister at sampling process.

4 - The standard VOC mixture are not identified which peak corresponds to what?

5 - After connecting VOC system to the purge & Trap concentrator unit, does this
system prevents us from injecting water samples for hydrocarbon determination on
purge & Trap concentrator unit or not?

I il ilI

VI

VIII IV

VII

IX

V

X

Purge & Trap
ConcentrøtorCønister

Control Flow Device
províded with pre-

injectìonfilter

H2
Generator

Gøs Chromatograph

Column

Zero Air
Generøtor

ON - Line
DATA

Analyses
Computer

Compressor
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6 - Do we need a specific Trap for VOC for purge & Trap concentrator unit or the
existed one is enough for VOC analyses? if you need the specific trap, it is not
available in the local market.
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EIMP Passive sampling programme

G.6.3.a

Updated Oct 1999

A = AlRmetrics PM10 sampler
df = dust fall collector

B5

Ouarterlv samoles
Site name Area tvna .lan À nri .lulv Oct monthlv ôthar

J

7

I
1

Cairo
Meteorological lnst

Tabbin south

Abu Zabel

Gizapyramid

Sakkara

Tahrir Sq.Am.Un.

Shoubra (Kamela)

Helwan (Maher)

Nasr City (Tarek)

Heliopolis (Tarek)

AinShams (Ahmed)

Residential.

lndustrial

lndustry/res

Monument

Monument

Urban

Besidential

Residential

Residential

Resident¡al

Residential

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

NO2

NO2

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

s02
s02
s02
s02
s02
s02
s02
s02
s02

so2
so2

M

A

df

1 6

1 7

Canal area

Suez industr¡al

Port Said

lsmailia

induslrial/res

Residential

r rrhan/resid

x
x
x

N02

N02

N02

s02
s02
s02

A

A

df

8

9

21

22

24

25

26

Upper Egypt

El Fayum

El Minya

Assyut 2

Naga Hammadi

Luxor, Karnak

Luxor, Temple

Edfu

Kom Ombo

Aswân

urban

Res./ lnduslrial

residential/urban

industrial/res

monument

monument

lndustry/urban.

industrial

rrrhâ n/rêsidentiâl

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

N02

N02

NO2

NO2

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

so2
so2
s02

s02
s02
s02
s02

s02
s02

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

df

df

df

df

df

p

clf

27

Sinai Area

Sharm ElSheik

Ras Mohamecl

c¡ty, tourist

backoround

x x x x
x

N02

NO2

s02
s02 o3 df

33

Alexandr¡a

IGSR, Background

AlAzafra (Shallaby)

Romen thêetre

Urban regional

Res¡dential

Monlrmênt

x
I

x

I

x
I

x
Y

x NO2

NO2

NO2

s02
s02
so2

o3 M

40

34

36

39

Delta Area

Kafr Dawar

Damanhur

Kalr el Zayet south

Tanta

Domvat

induslrial

industrial/res

industrial

urban

resid

x
x
x
x
x

N02

N02

N02

N02

N02

so2
so2

s02

so2
s02

A

A

A

A

A

df

df

df

df
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G.6.3.b

Passive sampl¡ng programme Cairo
October 2000

name
Observef so2 N02 Out ln

CommDav Hr Dav Hr
EIMP AQ.O1 El Qualaly Omar 1 3 15 1 330 28 I 330

Parallell 88 99 91,89
AQ-02 El Gemhorova street Kamela 7 10 15 1420 28 1510
AQ-03 Abbasya Kamela 5 2 15 1240 28 1510

Parrallell 82 83 15 28 84.81
AQ-04 Nasr City Mahmoud 4 o 15 1430 1 130
AO-05 Maadi EEAA Heba 22 11 14 1450 28 1053
AQ-06 Tabbin Maher 31 14 1630 28 1000
AQ-07 Tabbin south Maher 2 5 14 1 600 28 1045
AQ-08 Fum El Khaliq Kamela I 7 14 1430 28 1 650
AQ-09 Abu Zabel Kamela 10 8 15 I 030 28 1300
AQ-10 Shoubra el Kheima. Kamela 8 6 15 1110 28 1345
AQ-11 Giza. Cairo Universitv Tarek b 4 15 1 030 28 1530

Parallell 93 97 15 28 94.1
AQ-12 Gizapyramid n n n n lost

CAIP 6 Maadi/Disla Ashraf 33 15 900 28 1145
12 ElDarb ElAhmer Basil 38 15 1000 29 800
16 Mokotam hills Omar 19 15 I 530 28 1430
21 Matarya Omar 36 15 1140 28 900
22 ElWaily Basil 24 13 15 1 100 29 900
25 lmbaba Basil 26 20 15 't420 29 1 000
27 1Sth Mav citv Ashraf 37 15 800 28 800
28 Almaza Omar 34 15 1240 28 950
29 Basateen Omar 16 15 1200 28 1215
30 Giza, Sheraton Ashraf 30 19 14 1400 29 900
31 Tahrir Square Omar 29 12 15 1 300 29 730
32 Zamalek Ashraf 20 15 1600 28 830
33 Helwan Ashraf 40 15 830 28 930
34 El Massara Ashraf 28 17 15 1000 28 1 100
35 Heliopolis Omar 11 15 1215 28 1020
36 Abbasya Ashraf 39 15 1040 28 930

New Shoubra. Avman \vman 12 14 1830 28 1 930
Shoubra Kh., Kamela Kamela 18 14 815 27 1930
Nasr City, Hesham Hesham 3 1 14 1900 28 1000
Parallell Hesham 96 98 14 28
Roda lsl. Lvdia Lvdia 25 16 14 2020 28 725
Masr el Adina Havtham 17 14 1900 28 2200
Roxv, Heba Heba 75 76 14 1815 28 2100
NIS Havtham 32 15 't200 28 1400
Helwan , Maher Maher 35 14 2100 27 830
Muh. Farid str Mahmoud 21 15 15 1600 28 900
Sultan Hassan mosq Heba 27 18 14 1320 28 1 028
lslamic museum Heba 79 78 14 1400 28 1017
DarelSalam Haytham 15 14 2000 28 1 300
Garden City, ltal. Emb Tarek.. 14 15 830 29 1215
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CAIP FIELD OFFICE

87

G.6.3.c

INTEROFFICE MEMO

To:
From:
Datei
Subject:

Gilbert Richard
Mounir Labib
15 October ,2000
Passive Samplers of EIMP for NO2 and SO2

l- I had a message from Eng. Ahmed Abu El Soud to install some passive samplers in
our CAIP monitoring sites for one week. They will start on October l4 till October 21,
2000.

2- This rvill not affect any activity for our work. because it will be stuck on the outer
shelter of our monitoring equipment. It is passive samplers.

Anached is the EIMP study of so2 & No2 concentrations in GC area.

Please. kindll'approve this cooperation with ËlMp

/L
Richard
, coP

i,_Ç)(-
/¿"

(- ¡lt l, X Lz -,x

(--l\,/\o
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Letter

To

SubJect

cc

€imp'dãqlwôd\Cùp I dæ

EfMP
Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Dr llfonccr L¡blb

CAIP AIr Monttorùrg Componctrt Meneger

Study of SO2 & NO2 Conccutr¡dons in Grt¡tcr CAI¡o

DrAhmed Grm¡l

Environmental Informatlon
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA -Danida-COM

30 Mtsr-Helçr¡ Strcct
Ma¡dl, C¡l¡o, EEæt

TeL:.(+202) 525 64391421 171 32

Frr: +202 5:¿5 6.167

E-mail: eimp@intouch.com

Dear Dr' Moneer 
äoct. zooo

I would like to inform you that EIMP air monitoring progfa¡nme has ourr¿r,
presently designed a prlssive sampling study that will cover SO2 and NO2
average concentrations in Greater Cairo area. The'sampling program for
this study should start on 14ú of October till2ld of October 2000. We have
selected the sites that will be included in this program so it represents all
activities in Greater Cairo. Sixteen of the sites we have chosen are CAIP
sites, where we would like to stick the sampler on the CAIP shelter on ";

these areas. I attached with this letter a list of the whole sites that we have
chosen to be sampled during this study.

So, would you please approve to use CAIP shelters to stick the passive samplers for SO2 &
NO2 and help us to put these samplers on the shelters at the next visit of CAIP operators to
these sites. | -!.

Thanks for your great help and wish you a good day

Sincerely yours,

,lh,*eÅ A'E/re.'.Å,
Eng. Ahmed A. Elseoud
Egyptian Project Manager, EIMPÆEAA

N|LU OR 712001 sfiqp
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Appendix H

Reference laboratory

H.3.1 Evaluation of CEHM in P.T 12: Pb on Filter: -
June 2000

H.3.1 Evaluation of CEHM in P.T 10: SOz on Filter: -
November 1999

91
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H.3.1

Evaluation of CEHM in P.T LZz Pb on Filter: - June 2000,

Prepared by EIMP Reference Laboratory Counterpart, CH. Mai E. Ahmed

Bold: Participant results outside the acceptable range

The requirements for the quality of results for P.T. 12 in Synthetic Samples of Pb
filters according to range ofstandard deviation ofassigned value: -

Parameter Max. Deviation from the assigned valve

Pb +, - l\Vo assign value or +, - 0.2 pglrÑ = +,- I.44 ¡tglFilter

Parameter Pb þslFilter
Sample
Tvne

Accepted
deviation limits

Participant
result

Sample A 6.5 - 3.5 8.78

Sample B 11-9 13.97

Sample C 22-t8 19.15

Sample D 27.5 -22.5 23.95

Sample E 33 -27 29.36

Batch No. Results Recoverv ( Accuracv)

A Average X 8.78 175 .6 Vo -Unaccepted

139 .7 7o -Unaccepted

95.75 7o

95.8 7o

91.8 7o

B Average X 13.97

C Average X 19.15

D Average X 23.95

E Average X 29.36

EfMP N|LU OR 712001
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Pb Lowest recoverv Itzs.Gyo
Pb Hiqhest recoverv lg7.g"/o

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

This Proficiency test was covered the concentration range

from 0.69 - 4.2 ¡tglm3.

The accuracy for the samples in the low concentrations are not satisfy that the
recovery ranged from 175.6- 1,39.7 7o that means there are systematic effor may
from many reasons as biased calibration or biased blank.

N|LU OR 712001 EfMP
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Evaluation of CEHM in P.T 10: SO2 on Filter: - November 1999,
Prepared by EIMP Reference Laboratory Counterpart, CH. Mai E. Ahmed

Bold: Participant results outside the acceptable range

SO2 Lowest recovery 6.7 o/o

SO2Highest recovery 117 %

95

The requirements for the quality of results for P.T. 10 in Synthetic Samples of SO2 filters
according to range ofstandard deviation ofassigned value: -
Parameter

Max. Deviation from the assigned valve

soz +, - l0%o assign value or +, - 3 pglm3 = * ,- 0.72 pgl Fitter

Parameter SOZpel Filter
Sample
Type

Accepted
range of results within the
accepted deviation limits

Participant
result

Sample A 16.5- 13.5 17.60
t7.16

Sample B 33-27 23.76
23.80

Sample C l l0- 90 6.84
7.00

Sample D 187- 153 11.96
11.44

Batch No. Results Recoverv ( Accuracv)

A x1 17.60 r17.3%

x2 17.1,6 tt44%

E x1 23.76 79.2o/o

x2 23.80 79.3o/o

c x1 6.84 6.8 %

x2 7.00 7 o/t

D X1 11.96 7 o/o

x2 11 .44 6.7 %

EfMP N|LU OR 7t2001
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2. 1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4
t.2.5
1.2.6

1.2.7
1.2.8

Appendix I

Co-ordination

EIMP Monitoring and Samplig Air Quality
Programme Status - Minutes from Meeting at
CEHM 7 and 23 October 2000
EIMP Monitoring and Samplig Air Quality
Programme Status - Minutes from Meeting at
IGSR on 8 October 2000
Memo - Matters from a meeting at CEHM, 23 Oct.
2000
Staff meeting minute (example)
Discussion of episodes (in Arabic)
A sustainable air quality measurement
programme for Cairo
Ozone data from Ras Mohammed

Newsletters
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Cairo University Center for Environmental Hazard Mitigation (CEHM) DANIDA, Air Pollution Monitoring projcct
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1.2.1

ü"+*¡,t.1

*rÑ .^¡
v¡45,

Environmental lnformation
and Monitoring programme

EEAA-Danida-COW
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Calro, Egypt

Tel:202 525 6442, Fax:202 OZS O¿eZ

EIMP Monitoring and sampling Air euality programme status
Minutes from Meeting at CEHM (Cairo University)

7 October 2000

Nlr-l
l4o^'*lL¡l

&

Site Area tvne Parameter Status Responsible When?

1 Cairo c.Qualaly Urban centre I

AC

NOx
Soz
145

PMro

TSP
voc

Tel. okay
Need automatically start

up sensor
okay
okay
okay

okay (Assyut monitor with
power board from Kolaly

monitor)
okay

will be installed Nov 2000

Yassin

CEHM

27h Sep 00

2 El Gemhoroya st. Street canyon I
NO,
Soz
145
co

PM'n{A)

Tel. okay
okay

okay (need extra check)
okay

okay (Daily Calíbration ?)
okay

Kamla

Yassin

2 Abbasyia Residential.S

Soz
Perm tube

O¡

Met
PMtn

Tel. okay
okay
okay

Not working (need
solenoid valve)

okay
okay

Kamla

CTS

4 Nasr City Roadside/Res
so2 8s

Noz
PM'n ls)

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

5 Maadi EEAA Residential I
NO,
SOz
145

PMlo (S)

iFeÈrotworking

okay
okay Owt
okay
okay

I

Maher

1tl<L
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6 Tabbin lndustrial I

NO¡
Soz
145

PMro

Met
TSP

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay

at CTS for repair
Gomhoriya monitor

installed at the station
okay

need pumo

Maher

GJttri^; '"n6;tl

#fr,u
From Oct 99

From 3d Jul oo

7 Tabbin south lndustrial
so2 Bs

TSP
DF

okay
okay
okav

Maher

8 Fum Al-Khalig Road /urban I
NO,
SOz
145
co

PM,n

Tel. okay

okay
okay

okay (Daily Calibration ?)
okav

Kamla

'wlrn{rÍn¡.

Yassin

,tt ¡of¿nci¿ ¡d¡t

I Abu Zabel lndustry/Res
PMro
DF

PS rs+ ¡¡ )

okay (letter needed)
okay
okav

Kamla à

1 0 Shoubra lndustrial I

SOz
Perm tube

Met
NOz

TSP
PMro
DF

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay

okay solenoid need to be
changed

okay
okay
okav

Kamla

11 GÞa, Çairo Univ Residential
NO,
So¿
O¡
Met

lnternal Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okav

Yassin

12 Giza pvramid Regional PS (S+N) okav Havtham

13 ô October Resfndustrial

SOzBS
Noz

PMlo(S)
DF

okay
okay
okay
okav

Omar

14 10 Ramadan Residential
so2 BS
PMlo (S)

DF

okay
okay
okay

Kamla

Canal area

15 Suez Res/urban I
NO*
Soz
145
TSP
DF

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okav

Omar

16 Port Said Residential
PS (S+N)
PM,"(A)

okay
okav

Omar

17 lsmailia Residential
PS (S+N)
PM." IA)

okay
okay

Omar

Upper Eqypt

100
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Other Matters

Cairo University Center for Environmental Hazard Mitigation (CEHM) DANIDA, Air Pollution Monitoring Project

tulrf
P'lr*

101

!ð,
It^¡r.øt

- 
lntn,6Y

NIS requested a schedule for calibrating all O; monitors,
selecteã monitors 0,lO*, SOz, CO from El-dffia st.

SOz , NOz sequential samplers and 7

station & NO* and

station & SOz from El-Shohada Station Station) to during this

year

The passive sampling programme
The passive sampling progrrimme has been finally designed and discussed with the monitoring

institutions. All measurements have to start at all sites from November 1999. Most of the sites have

already been working for many months.

18 El Fayum Urban
PMlo (A)

DF
PSIS+N)

okay
okay
okav

Omar

19 El M¡nya Urban/Res
PMro (A)

DF
PSIS+N)

okay
okay
okav

Maher

2Q Assyut 1 Res/Urban.8

NOr

SOz

'145
PMro

Met

Tel. okay
at CEHM

(need spare parts)
at NIS for calibration

check
okay

Tebbin monitor after
repair by CTS will be

installed at this station
At CEHM for repair

Maher

cTs

" 
n.{,k'a

21 Assyut 2 Residential
DF

PS(S+N)
okay
okay

Maher

22 Naga Hammadi lndustrial/res
PMlq (A)

DF
PS IS+NI

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

23 Luxor Urban/res
so2 BS

DF
PS(S+N)

okay
okay
okay

Mahmoud

24 Edfu Urban.
PMro (A)

DF
PSIS+N)

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

25 Kom Ombo lndustrial
so2 BS
PMro (A)
PS(S+N)

okay
okay
okay

Mahmoud

26 Aswan Urban/res.8

Soz
Perm tube

Og
Met
DF

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

SinaiArea

27 RasMohamed Background
Og'
DF

PMrn

okay
okay
okay

rfi'rp N|LU OR 7t2001
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Cairo University Ccnter for Environmental Hazard Mitigation (CEHM)

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

DANIDA, Air Pollution Monitoring Project

sfi{p
Environmental lnformation

and Mgnitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COW|

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Gairo, Egypt
Tel:202 525 6442,Fax:202 525 6467

EIMP Monitoring and Sampling Air Quatify Programme Status
Minutes from Meeting at CEHM (-Cairo University)

23 October 2000

Site Area type Parameter Status Responsible When?

1 Cairo c.Qualaly Urban centre I

AC

NOr
Soz
145

PMro

TSP
voc

Tel. okay
Need automatically start

up sensor
okay
okay
okay

okay (Assyut monitor with
power board from Kolaly

monitor)
okay

will be installed Nov 2000

Yassin

CEHM

27th Sep o0

2 El Gemhoroya st. Street canyon I
NOr
Soe
145
co

PM." IAì

Tel. okay
okay

okay (need extra check)
okay

okay (Ðaily€alibretio'nf)
okav

Kamla

Yassin

2 Abbasyia Residential.S

Soz
Perm tube

O3

Met
PM'n

' Tel. okay
okay
okay

Not working (need
solenoid valve)

okay
okay

Kamla

CTS

4 Nasr City Roadside/Res

SO2 BS
Noz

PMle (s)

okay
okay

Pump is not working
(burned)

Mahmoud

5 Maadi EEAA Residential E
NOr
Soz
145

PMlo (S)

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okay

Maher

N|LU OR 7/2001 EfMP
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Cairo.University Center for Environmental Hazard Mitigation (CEHM) DANIDA, Air Pollution Monitoring Projecr
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6 Tabbin lndustrial I

Met
TSP

NO,
Soz
145

PMro

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay

at CTS for repair
Gomhoriya monitor

installed at the station
okay

Pump is not working
lburned)

Maher

From Oct 99
From 3d Jul 0o

e,hb
7 Tabbin south lndustrial

so2 BS
TSP
DF

okay
okay
okav

Maher

I Fum Al-Khalig Road /urban 8
NOr
Soz
145
co

PM'"

Tel. okay
Need solenoid valve

okay
okay

okay (Daily Calibration ?)
okav

Kamla

Yassin <- chl^ 146¡

o Abu Zabel lndustry/Res
PMro
DF

PSrs+Hl

okay (letter needed)' okay
okay

Kamla

10 Shoubra lndustrial 8

Soz
Perm tube

Met
Noz

TSP
PMto
DF

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay

okay solenoid need to be
changed

okay
okay
okav

Kamla

11 Giza, Cairo Univ. Residential
NO,
Soz
O¡
Met

lnternal Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okav

Yassin

12 Giza pyramid Reqional PS IS+Nì okav Havtham

13 6 October Res/índustrial

SO2 BS
Noz

PMfo(S)
DF

okay
okay
okay
okav

Omar

14 l0 Ramadan Residential
SO2 BS
PMlo (S)

DF

okay
okay
okav

Kamla

Canal area

'15 Suez Res/urban I
NOr
Soz
145
TSP
DF

el. okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okay

T Omar

16 Port Said Residential PS (S+N)
PM,N(A)

okay
okav

Omar

17 lsmailia Residential PS (S+N)
PM,N (A)

okay
okav

Omar

Upper Egypt

EfMP NILU OR 712001



18 El Fayum Urban
PMlo (A)

DF
PSIS+N)

okay
okay
okav

Omar

l9 El Minya Urban/Res
PMro(A)

DF
PS(S+N)

okay
okay
okav

Maher

20 Assyut 1 Res/urban.8

NO,

So¿

145
PMro

Met

Tç1. okay
at CEHM

(need spare parts)
at NIS for calibration

check
okay

Tebbin monitor after
repair by CTS will be

installed at this station
At CEHM will be

transfened to CTSfor
reoair

Mah'ff

CTS

Assyut 2 Residential
DF

PSIS+N)
okay
okav

Maher

Naga Hammadi lndustrial/res
PMro(A)

DF
PS lS+N'l

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

23 Luxor Urban/res
SO2 BS

DF
pg¡g+N)

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

24 Edfu Urban.
PMro(A)

DF
PSIS+NI

okay
okay *
okay

Mahmoud

25 Kom Ombo lndustrial
SO2 BS
PM,o (A)
PS(S+N)

okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud

26 Aswan Urban/res.fl

Soe
Perm tube

Og
Met
DF

Tel. okay
okay
okay
okay
okay
okav

Mahmoud
w:,rl li'r,¿h¡

ctvu,L

fiþlr-tuoll".

Sinai Area

RasMohamed Background
O3
DF

PM,n

okay
okay
okay

104 Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Cairo University Center for Environnrental Hazard Mitigation (CEHM) DANIDA, Air Pollution Monitoring Project

Other Matters
NIS requested a schedule for calibrating all 03 monitors, SOz, NOz sequential samplers and 7
selected monitors (NO*, SO2, CO from El-Gomhoriya st. station & NO* and SOz from Assyutl
station & SOz from El-Shohada Station & NO* from IGSR Station) to be performed during this
year.

The passive sampling programme
The passive sampling programme has been finally designed and discussed with the monitoring
institutions. All measurements have to start at all sites from November 1999. Most of the sites have
already been working for many months.
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1.2.2

EIMPIGSR

Air Quality Project

Minutes for the Meeting at IGSR

Date: Sunday, L5 Oct, 2000

Tíme:10 A.M.

Attendønce:
IGSR Team:

l-Dr. Elsayed Shalaby.
Z-Dr. Shawkat Kamal
3-Dr. Zelcy Ghattass.
4-Eng. Heba Said.
5-Eng. Ashraf Zahran
6-Eng. Hossam Ahmed

EEAA Team

l-Prof. Bieyarne Seversten
2-Eng.Mahamed fatþ
3-Eag. Haytham Ahmed
4-Eng. Heba Fathy
5-Eng. Naglaa
6-Eng.Maher From CEHM

The meeting started by giving a total sunmary about the status of all

stations. This summary is enclosed in the following table:

+ (*t el -r\ ?c¡¡a*' W *r,la , vfulo urr" lur_
t"tu-rr"*"t Af-1n\

e-j^il&. I, ytl'*v..,r^ Lù.¡;4 q- u.la*\.
+t u c ,t.^ 1 t^\-rtþ^. \.2 - l^c ¡* f lþ-

EIMP

-+ a!,k t" f\Lø ?rru ¡" k1!. - f'Ùt fu ¡nu/ ,
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IGSR EIMP

General comments
l. We will communicate Dr.Tarek to get information about the

sampling data.
2. Hossam said was assigned to be responsible for the repair and the

maintenance of PMI.O
3. Ashraf zahran is responsible for the repair and the maintenance

of SOz.
4. Mohamed Rashad is responsible for the repair and the

maintenance of Co.
5. Mohamed Mamdouh is responsible for the repair and the

maintenance of Nor

IGSR Project Mønøger

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

_.t/tøfuloLsEßayed Shalaby'
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IGSR

EIMP Monitoring and Sampling Program Status, IGSR

EIMP

Cornments

P.S of SOI at El-Tarh vìllage was added down wind Racta compaûy for two weeks (ondweekþeekly NtI3
readings must be rço'rted

oK.
CÞ',ût e^" b'l*
x,J.1 trluúLl' Lêtt¡^

prevent dhect exposure to air condition , The intake was checked So2 Filter may interfere the readings
(lowering it ) Co Zero will be checked by Mahar
Nox is at NIS for calibration
So2 filterProblem ci^J loy,* [,1k-..

Cairo university filter holder are not enougþ ( Air metrics )
NeedmoreAirrne'icssamples' 

^ttl h"trq5 ro^,h¡¡ [c^,**a\. 4
ok.
Electricity faitune, our electicianPeofle repaired it

ok.

ok.

Sentto Cairo for calibration at CEHM aùd MS for comparison.
Power supply problem ofNOx .

Calibmtor is turned offdue to lack ofpurafil and charcoal, raising ofair condition temp has been done.

Responsible

M. Mamdouh

M. Rashad

H. Sa; *

M. Mamdouh

M.Rashad

H.S.

M. Rashad

M. Mamdouh

Status

ok
ok
ok

Okay
Okay
Okay
Okav
ok
ok
ok
ok

ok
ok
ok

ok
ok
ok
ok
ok
lk

f,k
f,k
f,k

Param

sor(PS)
NO, (PS)

NO, (SS)
NHr
so2 (ss)
NO2 (SS)

PMro (I{V)
DF

Nox(M)
sor(M)
PMro(M)
co(M)
so2 (Ps)
NO, tPSl
so2 ss
PMro(AM)
so, (PS)
NO, IPS)
so, (ss)
NO2 (SS)
PM," rHvsl
Met
Ozone (M)
PMro(IrV)
D¡
soz(M)
NOr(M)
PMro(AM)
so, (Ps)
NO" IPS)

Area tvDe

krdustrial

Industrial

Urban

Residential

Residential

Regional

krdustrial
Semi urban

Traflic

Site

Alerandria
Air Defence
College

El-MaxPetogas

IGSR, Alex

E1-Asafra-

Gheat El-Inab

Alexandria regionaì

El Nahda

El-Shohada
Square Station

28

to

30

ll

32

33

41

42

z
t-c
o
J)
!
ñoo

x$o, sr

ffu, n,

,-\111,^\
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EIMPIGSR

Comnents
ok

Calibmtor is still at Cairo Univenity
Check with Dr. Tarak and Eng. Yasseen for calibrationdefine a data for visiting the station by yassin
Zero level is very higb (22.5PPb). Readings must be corrected.
So2 @s) rmst be moved to Kafr liashad
Noz (ps)

ok

SO2 levels has been stated to increase
PM¡6 must be repaired- Eng yassin will come.

Nol( still in cairo university
16 Oct will check the North for WD

ok

ok

WÈ"ws

Responsible

H. Ahmed

H.Ahmd

H. Ahmed

H.Ahmd

AshrafZabran

AsbrafZah¡an

H. Ahmed

Statut
ok

OK
ok
ok
ok

Olcay
Okay
Okay

Okay
Okay
ok
ok
OK
ok
ok
ok
ok

ok
ok

Par¡m
PMro(AM)
so, (PS)
NO,(PS)
sor(M)
NOr(M)
PMroM)
DF
so2 es)
NO. fPSì

so¡ (ss)
Ps(N)

PM,n(.4M)
sor(M)

PMro(M)
DF
Met

NOx(M)
sor(M)

DF
so2 (ss)

PM,o(HÐ
NO, (PS)

DF
so2 (ss)

PMro(AM)
so, (Ps)
NO2(PS)

DF

Ar€¡ tvpe
Urban

krdustriaVres

U¡ban

Industr/res.

I¡dust/res.

Urbar/resid

Urba¡r/indust
r

Delt¡ A¡e¡
Dama¡hu

KafrEl Zayat

Tanta

ElN{ahalla EÌ
Kubra

El Mansura

Darnietta

Kafr Dawa

34

35

36

37

38

39

40
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1.2.3.

Env¡ronmental lnformation
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COWI
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Teh 202 525 6442, Fax: 202 525 6467

Memo
To: JFS, AAE, MF, HAA, HF
From Bjarne Sivertsen
Datez 23 October 2000

Matters from a meeting at CEHM\

At the meeting at CEHM on 23 October 2000 the following matters were raised;

Ozone data Ras Mohamed
Yassin was told during his last visit to Ras Mohamed that UNESCO has requested
data of ozone from this site. An analyses of the data, as shown in two newsletters
produced today, has indicated that the quality of these data are good, and that the
data seem to perfectly reflect a background station in the Middle East region.

I know that also the Tropospheric ozone Programme operated by WMO (World
Meteorological Organization) would be interested in these data. I also have been
asked by the world database for stratospheric ozone research to consider this site
for an ozone profile measurement site. NASA operates this programme with the
database located at NILU, Norway.

If EEAA is willing to expose their most important background site, I will supply
the relevant references and addresses so that these data can be made available to
the international scientific community.

Maintenance at the Delta sites
Yassin will be visiting ElMahalla on Friday. The PM10 monitor will not be moved.
However, the NOx monitors, which may be out of order may be taken to CEHM
for repair. There is no money available for using the CEHM car for Alexandria
inspections and Delta visits, which I find a limitation to the flexibility of site
inspections.
This problem has to be discussed and solved.

Consumables for sequential samplers
Spare parts and consumables for the operations of sequential samplers were
requested in June 2000. The request was stopped at EEAA, claiming that these

sfxp NILU OR 712001
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orders would have to be part of the annual request. In the meantime nothing has
happened, and CEHM is about to run out of the necessary consumables and spare
parts. Some are already finished.
At the EIMP staff meeting it was stated that these parts already has been ordered,
which is not the case.

CEHM will place a new request at EEAA as soon as possible this week.
Please do not delay the ordering process again.

PM10 monitor to Assyut?
The PM10 monitor for Assyut is soon ready to be shipped to the site after repair in
Cairo. However, it seems that the site selected in Assyut is not well suited for
advanced instruments??

The question whether we shall move the monitor back to Assyut is a question of
priorities. We know that monitors will break down occasionally. If PM10
measurements in Cairo were more important than in Assyut, I would consider
keeping this monitor as a backup at CEHM until new monitors are available for
Cairo.

I would also consider changing the measurement site in Assyut to a sampling site,
as data from this area may not be necessary on-line. We will still have this
information available in the monthly reports.
The matter will have to be discussed further.

The backbone of a sustainable monitoring programme
From the meetings I had with the monitoring institutions this month, it has become
more clear to me than ever that the backbone of the operations of the EIMP
programme in the future and at present is the possibility to have a fast and flexible
way to obtain the equipment and the resources necessary to operate the
measurements.

There are hinders at all levels:
o A request from CEHM and from IGSR has to be placed at EEAA ahead of time
r The EEAA staff has to react immediately and not delay the process with

discussions modifications, reductions etc.
o The suppliers has to react and/or order from outside immediately after the order

from CEHMÆEAA has been confirmed,
. Money has to be made available without delay whenever prepayment is

requested.

All these barriers have been broken during the last year, and at present the ordering
of spareparts and consumables seems to be one year behind normal schedules.
This will result in a total breakdown of the measurement programme within a few
months.
To avoid this actions have to be taken NOW! - at all levels!

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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1.2.4

Nov
AEM

AEM
Nov

Nov

Staff meeting

Minutes of Meeting

Date: 25 November 2000
Place: EIMP Office

Participan Jorgen Simonsen (JFS ), Ahmed Abou El Seoud (AAE),

Khaled Hamdy (KH), Erling Povelsen (ERP), Ayman El-Maazawy (AEM)

Haytham Ahmed (HAA), AlShabrawy Mahmoud (SMl),

Lydia Kiriakos (LSK), Hossam ElShakhs (HS), Mohamed Kassem (MK),

Mohamed Al¡(MS) & MaiAhmed (MEA)

Absent Mohamed Fathy (MF), Mohamed Zaka (MZl & Naglaa Darwish (NMD)

Prepared LSK Reviewed by: MF

Distributi EIMP Staff

1 - lnstitutional Support

25 Nov 28

Environmental lnformation
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COWI
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Tel: 202 525 6442, Faxi 202 525 6467

Nov
Office

Automati
on

25 Nov 28
Nov

AEM

lnstall another hard
disk for NMD's
computer as it is still
under warranty;

Modify the data
structure on EIMP
servers to allow all
EIMP users to access
data;

Prepare a demo on
EIMP databases;

Prepare a chart for
the new data structure
and create backup
folder for each user on
the server;

Working with EEIS
for making the EIMP
and EEIS servers
visible to each other;

a

a

a

a

25 Nov

25 Nov

28

28

AEM28

Component Task Description Start Date End
Date

Person

EfMP

a 25 Nov

N|LU OR 7t2001
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4- Reference
Laboratories

Continue gathering
and completing the air
database system
documentation;

Continue following
up with Ehab finalizing
the tasks in his contract;

Continue doing the
comments on the CW,
Phase 2 database
system; and
r Continue working in

the development of
CW user's manual
(latest version).

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

a

a

a

4 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

18 Nov AEM &
MK

HS

HS

MK

For
one

mont
h

28
Nov

28
Nov

28
Nov

Deliver and operate international
QC software programme at
CEHM;
Submit Ain Shams draft contract
for year 2001 to the
management for review;

25 Nov 25

28

MEA
Nov

2- Coastal Water
Monitoring

Continue preparing 200012001
contracts for Phase ll, organic
part;
Follow up with NIOF & IGSR
and Arab British Dynamics to
deliver the equipment for
calibration;
Review the Srh sampling
campaign draft report;

Send a fax to NIOF justifying the
money deducted from the last
invoice of Phase ll, inorganic
part;
Continue the 6th sampling
campaign for year 2000; and
Have separate meetings with
each of Dorgham, Mamdouh
Fahmy & Samir Nasr to review
Phase 1 monitoring programme.

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

28
Nov

28
Nov

28
Nov

28
Nov

28
Nov
28
Nov

SMI&
Dr.Dorgh
am
sMl

NIOF &
IGSR
SMI

SMI

SMI

3- Air Pollution
Monitoring

Finalize preparation of CEHM
draft contract for year 2001;
Continue working in IGSR draft
contract for year 2001;
Follow up with CTS the delivery
of the new PM10 monitors;
Finish September monthly
progress report;
Start preparing October monthly
progress report; and
Continue preparing the daily
report and providing data hourly.

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

28
Nov
28
Nov
28
Nov
28
Nov
28
Nov
28
Nov

HAA

HAA

HAA

HF

HF

HAA

N|LU OR 712001
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Send to EIMP the cost of
shipping the multipoint flow
meter to EMPA;
Collect the PM10 accessories
from CTS stores;
Continue discussions about the
activities that will be included in
year 2001 contract; and
Check with CEHM about the
results of the inter-comparison
calibration of gas cylinders.

113

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

25 Nov

28 NIS
Nov

28
Nov
28
Nov

28
Nov

MEA

MEA &
NIS

MEA
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme

lAbbasseva PM10 Fum Al-khaliq PM10 Tabbin PM10
2l-09-2000 0:001 7B 175 7e
2l-09-2000 1:001 t3 66
21-09-2000 2:001 72 49
2l-09-2000 3:001 109 42
2l-09-2000 4:001 158 152 43
21-09-2000 5:001 160 163 38
2l-09-2000 6:001 216 161 45
21-09-2000 7:001 294 199 57
2l-09-2000 8:001 321 229 83
2l-09-2000 9:001 231 216 oo

21-09-2000 l0:001 219 189 157
2l-09-2000 l1:001 151 194 215
2l-09-2000 l2:001 93 195 236
2l-09-2000 13:001 73 168 23e
2l-09-2000 l4:00t 72 151 234
2l-09-2000 l5:001 72 146 211
21-09-2000 16:001 71 141 181
2l{9-2000 l7:001 70 140 16€
21-09-2000 f8:001 70 137 165
2l-09-2000 19:001 85 156 248
2l-09-2000 20:001 107 215 264
2l-09-2000 2l:001 137 222 23e
21-09-2000 22:001 168 232 271
21-09-2000 23:001 168 272 28C

22-09-2000 0:001 158 263 23C

22-09-2000 1:001 139 262 207
22-09-2000 2:001 143 247 173
22-09-2000 3:001 217 254 151
22-09-2000 4:001 259 272 157
22-09-2000 5:001 263 291 148
2249-2000 6:001 389 350 173
22-09-2000 7:001 520 341 140
22-{¡9-2000 8:001 520 328 208
22-09-2000 9:001 354 280 253

22-09-2000 l0:001 309 232 383
22-09-2000 ll:001 175 240 40€
22-09-2000 12:001 97 220 344
22-09-2000 13:001 93 r oq 29?
22-09-2000 14:001 87 tóÕ 242
22-09-2000 15:001 83 129 194
22-09-2000 l6:001 86 163
22-09.2000 l7:001 BO 145 't59

22-09-2000 l8:001 ó¿ 145 159
22-09-2000 l9:001 94 176 175
22-09-2000 20:001 tzó 194 193
22-09-2000 21:001 142 263 204
22-09-2000 22:001 142 297 245
22-09-2000 23:001 tto 244 224
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Air Quality Monitoring Programme

Abbasseva PM10 Abbasseva PM10
I l-10-2000 0:00 50 l3-10-2000 0:00 227
11-10-2000 l:00 50 l3-10-2000 l:00 291
l1-10-2000 2:00 50 l3-10-2000 2:00 323
1,l-10-2000 3:00 68 l3-10-2000 3:00 361

f1-10-2000 4:00 90 l3-10-2000 4:00 330
fl-10-2000 5:00 79 l3-10-2000 5:00 326

l1-10-2000 6:00 79 l3-10-2000 6:00 285
11-10-2000 7:00 84 l3-10-2000 7:00 280
11-10-2000 8:00 82 l3-10-2000 8:00 262
l1-10-2000 9:00 184 l3-10-2000 9:00 204

ll-10-2000 f0:00 130 l3-10-2000 l0:00 135
ll-10-2000 ll:00 92 l3-10-2000 ll:00 Ão

ll-10-2000 l2:00 85 l3-10-2000 l2:00 t8
ll-10-2000 l3:00 0 16

ll-10-2000 14:00 0 -10-2000 l4:00 't6

l1-10-2000 l5:00 37 l3-10-2000 l5:00 19

l1-10-2000 l6:00 44 l3-10-2000 l6:00 28
11-10-2000 17:00 51 l3-10-2000 l7:00 34

ll-10-2000 18:00 54 13-10-2000 l8:00 35

ll-10-2000 l9:00 78 l3-10-2000 l9:00 47
ll-10-2000 20:00 102 l3-10-2000 20:00 56
ll-10-2000 2l:00 91 l3-10-2000 2l:00 66
11-10-2000 22:00 73 68
ll-10-2000 23:00 57 80

l2-10-2000 0:00 52 4-10-2000 0:00 107

12-10-2000 1:00 61 l4-10-2000 l:00 131

12'10-20Q0 2z0O 104 l4-10-2000 2:00 157

12-10-2000 3:00 195 l4-10-2000 3:00 161

l2-10-2000 4:00 197 l4-10-2000 4:00 157

l2-10-2000 5:00 197 14-10-2000 5:00 118
l2-10-2000 6:00 264 14-10-2000 6:00 113
12-10-2000 7:00 362 7:00 137

12-10-2000 8:00 391 l4-10-2000 8:00 137

l2-10-2000 9:00 334 l4-10-2000 9:00 126
12-10-2000 10;0( 211 l4-10-2000 l0:00 68
l2-10-2000 1l:00 115 14-10-2000 11:00 39

12-10-2000 12:00 52 14-10-2000 12:00 33
12-10-2000 13:00 50 l4-10-2000 l3:00 31

12-10-2000 l4:00 47 l4-10-2000 l4:00 37

12-10-2000 l5:00 50 f4-10-2000 l5:00 39

l2-10-2000 l6:00 50 14-10-2000 16:00 67
12-10-2000 l7:00 56 l4-10-2000 17:00 67
12-10-2000 18:00 61 l4-10-2000 l8:00 66
l2-10-2000 l9:00 62 14-10-2000 19:00 87
l2-10-2000 20:00 58 14-10-2000 20:00 136

12-10-2000 21|00 56 l4-10-2000 21:00 181

12-10-2OOO 22:00 78 14-10-2000 22200 251
12-10-2000 23:00 151 l4-10-2000 23r00 253
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1.2.6.

Environmental lnformat¡on
and Monitoring Programme

EEAA-Danida-COWI
30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt

Tel: 202 525 6442, Fax: 202 525 6467

Memo
To: EEAA
Copy to: JFS, AAE, MF
From Bjarne Sivertsen
Datez 26 October 2000

A sustainable air quality measurement programme
for Cairo

Based on a meeting at EEAA on26 October 2000 between Dr. A Gamal, Dr
M Nasrallah, Dr M Labib and Mr B Sivertsen, the following first proposal
for a unified air quality monitoring and sampling programme for Cairo may
be presented.

The discussions included:
o The objectives
¡ The indicators
o Sustainability
. Sites and instruments

The objectives

When developing an air quality monitoring programme there are many objectives
to consider. In the discussions of a unified EEAA measurement programme for
Cairo, we identified the following main objectives:

1. The data should reflect the exposure to the population of greater Cairo, and
represent a basis for evaluating health impacts.

2. The data should adequately enable trend analyses and evaluation ofchanges in
air pollution over time.

3. Some of the sites should represent specific source areas, and the data should
represent input to statistical or numerical evaluations of the relative importance
of different sources.

4. The monitoring system should enable future possibilities for performing impact
assessments and optimal abatement strategy planning.

EfMP N|LU OR 712001
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In addition some of the sites should have data available to develop and/or improve
the air pollution forecasting system ("early warning?") for Cairo. It may even be
necessary to evaluate the existing system again and repeat the statistical exercise
when more and better quality data are made available.

In general it is my opinion that air pollution forecasts, especially for a complex
urban area as Cairo, with sources that are changing in time and space, should be
performed using GIS based source oriented numerical dispersion models linked to
numerical forecast models. These systems are available.

The fourth objective mentioned above also calls for the development of dispersion
models linked to an emission inventory system for Cairo. These tools are also
available. The NILU developed AiTQUIS system may be one of the more advanced
systems available for this purpose.

The indicators
The selected set of environmental indicators is being used by local and regional
authorities as a basis for the design of monitoring and surveillance programmes and
for reporting the state of the environment.
Air quality indicators should:

o provide a general picture
o be easy to interpret
o respond to changes
o provideinternationalcomparisons
o allow development of trend analyses.

To enable a balanced interpretation of the measured data, the results should be
compared to international and national air quality limit values, standards or
guidelines. The guidelines, as given by for instance the World Health Organisation
(WHO), US-EPA or the European Union, and EEAA in Law no. 4, include a
selection of basic priority pollutants. These represent the main air pollution
indicators, and include usually.

For Cairo measurements performed both by the EIMP programme and by CAIP
have demonstrated that ambient concentrations of suspended particles may be the
most important parameter to measure. The internationally recognised indicator for
suspended dust is particles less that 10 micrometer in diameter (PM1s), also
referred to as thoracic particles. Experts discuss also to include limit values for
PM2,5 . However, presently we will select PM16 as our indicator.

The most important indicators in the Cairo air pollution measurement programme
will thus be:

¡ Thoracic particles (PMro )_
o Sulphur dioxide ( SO2 ),
o Nitrogen dioxide ( NO2 ) and/or NOx (nitrogen oxides),
. Ozone (O3)
o Carbon monoxide (CO).

Air Quality Monitoring Programme
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In some sites in the greater Cairo area it may be interesting to measure total
suspended particulate matter (TSP). Selected filters both for TSP and for PMle ma]
be analysed for lead or other heavy metals. For selected days we may also collect
data for hydrocarbons (VOC) to explain possible ozone episodes. Dust fall has

been measured as part of the EIMP programme. These data are inexpensive and
easy to obtain. Some sites should be kept as indicators for "dirty areas".

The EIMP air quality measurement programme has been designed within limited
economic resources available. The measurement sites have been selected to
represent different cities, areas and Governerates. The programme has thus not
been able to cover all aspects of the air pollution problems in Egypt and in Cairo.
For Cairo the EIMP programme has mainly been based on obtaining information
about impact to the population.

Some of the indicators selected may in some areas not be fully representative for
the type of pollution prevailing in this specific area. The CAIP programme has

concentrated on suspended particles and lead in the greater Cairo area. To merge
these two programmes may totally represent a better prograrlìme for Cairo, but I
believe that it will be necessary to look at all indicators and all sites in a unified air
quality programme.

Sustainability
The sustainability of keeping a good quality monitoring system running for several
years will be a major challenge to EEAA in the future. We have identified a few
key challenges that will have to be managed, if the programme of this quality,
dimension and complexity will survive more than a few months:

o Training oflocal experts at all levels
o Profound understanding of QA/QC, and follow up of given procedures!
o Good maintenance of equipment, support training and spareparts!
o A permanent trained staff, ensure that the important experts stay with the

programme!
o Sufficient economic support at all levels!
o I good database and presentation system
o Well defined objectives and application goals

From recent meetings with the monitoring institutions (during October 2000), it has
become more clear to me than ever that the backbone of the operations of the Air
Quality Monitoring programme in the future and at present is the possibility to
have a fast and flexible way to obtain the equipment and the resources necessary to
operate the measurements.

Only concerning consumables and spareparts there are hinders at all levels:
¡ Request from the monitoring institutions have to be placed at EEAA ahead

of time, before they run out of it.
o The EEAA staff has to react immediately and not delay the process with

discussion, modifications, reductions etc.
o The suppliers has to react and/or order from outside immediately after the

order has been confirmed,
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Money has to be made available without delay whenever prepayment is
requested.

All these barriers have been broken during the last year, and at present the ordering
of spareparts and consumables seems to be lacking one year behind normal
schedules.
If this remains it will result in a total breakdown of the measurement prograflìme
within a few months.

The last point I want to stress to ensure sustainability is the payment of station field
operators. The EIMP programme is about to loose experts that have been trained
over 3 years, because of limited resources for paying these experts their salaries.
These problems have to be looked into and solved!

Sites and instruments
The sites selected for a future air quality measurement programme in Cairo has to
meet the objectives. The sites should represent different area types, bearing in mind
that the EIMP programme is mainly designed to monitor the impact in areas where
people live. For this specific objective we have to ensure that the sites cover area
characteristics such as:

Regional and background areas

Residential areas,

Urban city centres,
Streets and road sides

Industrial areas,

A total of 18 sites were identified in the greater Cairo area. Not all of them are
monitoring sites. We have tried to use the sites already established by CAIP and
EIMP as these sites already have all necessary infrastructure such as shelters,
electricity, telephone lines, air condition etc.

A few new sites have also been identified to cover the needs for forecasting, better
background information and general impact in the Cairo region.

A summary of the proposed sites including site representativity and indicators
(instruments) are presented in the Table and in the map. Sites for meteorological
data are also indicated. Additional sampling campaigns using passive samplers the
VOC samplers or other mobile equipment are not included in the table.

Based on this programme operated by EEAA the following number of instruments
will be needed:

o 17 PMle monitors
o 15 SOz monitors and/or samplers
o 12 NOx monitors and/or samplers
r $ Ozone monitors
c ), CO monitors
o 8 TSP samplers
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5 Meteorological stations; wind (speed/dir.), temp., net rad., stability, rel.
hum.++.)

a

The PM16 monitors may be obtained through CAIP. There are only 4beta gauge

monitors for PMro in the EIMP progranìme in Cairo, and these have been operated

for almost 3 years.

In the EIMP programme in the greater Cairo area there is also:

o 8 SOz monitors
o $ NOx monitors
o 3 Ozone monitors
o ), CO monitors
o 4 TSP samplers

To develop a complete air quality measurement programme as described, several

new instruments have to be procured. There are already 4 meteorological stations

in the EIMP programme and at least two in CAIP. The VOC samplers available are

also adequate for the sampling needed. All SO2 sites does not necessary require
monitors. Some of them could be equipped with sequential samplers, which in
Egypt has proven to have the highest data availability. A new generation of
sequential samplers for continuous measurements of 24-h average SO2
concentrations is available on the market.
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The proposed air qual@ monitoring ønd sømpling programme proposed for
Cairo.

P = particles (PM10)
S=SO2

= NO2 / NOx

= ozone
= total suspended particles

= carbon monoxide (CO)
= Volotile organic comp. (VOC)

= meteorological parameters

A combination of monitors and samples will reduce the budget enough to enable
the establishment of a GIS based monitoring and reporting system, which will
include report generators with all necessary statistics. It may also include an
emission inventory system as well as numerical dispersion models for future use.

The proposal is open for discussions. Additional measurement should in the future
be related to the basic air quality measurement programme for Cairo undertaken by
EEAA, based upon support from monitoring institutions trained and supported to
perform the fieldwork.

N

o
T
c

M

m = monitor
s = sampler
p = passive sampler

Representative for:
1 = population exposure
2 = trend analyses
3 = specific sources
4 = impact, strategy planning
5 = forecast, early warning

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

lndicators

Site Name Tvpe P S N o c T V M Repr.

New Qaliobivva Backqround m m m s m 1,3.5

New Teeba lanouaqe school Backoround m p p m 1.3.5

EIMP-01 Cairo citv El Qualalv Urban centre m m m s S 1.2.3.4.5

EIMP-02 El Gemhoroya street Street canvon m m m m S 1.2,3,

EIMP-03 Abbassvia Urban / Res. m m m m 1.2.3.4.5.

EIMP-04 Nasr Citv RoadsideiRes m S s 1,2.s

EIMP-05 EEAA Maadi Residential m m m 1.2.5

EIMP-06 Tabbin lndustrial m m m s m 2,3,4

EIMP-07 Tabbin south lndustrial S S S s s 1.2.3

EIMP-08 Fum El Khalio Urban/road m m m m m S 2,4,5

EIMP-1,I Giza. Cairo Universitv Residential m m m m m 1.2.4.5

EIMP-10 Shoubra el Kheima lndustrial m m m S S m 2,3.4,5

New Shoubra citv Urban/res m m m 1.2.4.

CAIP-22 ElWaily lndustrial m m s 1.2.3.5

cArP-25 Embaba Residential m m m s 1.2.3.4

cAtP-32 Zamalek Residential m m m (m) 2,4,5

cArP-33 Helwan Residential m m m s 1.2.3.4

New AlGiza-Badrahin Residential m m m m s 1,2,4,5
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rfi{p
Environmental lnformation

and Monitoring Programme
EEAA-Danida-COWI

30 Misr-Helwan Str. Maadi, Cairo, Egypt
Telz 202 525 6442, Fax:. 202 525 6467

Memo
To: Ahmed Gamal
Copy: JFS, AAE
From Bjarne Sivertsen
Date: 28 October 2000

Ozone data from Ras Mohamed

The EIMP analyses of ozone concentrations at Ras Mohamed has confirmed that
this site may be of particular interest to the global tropospheric ozone network, as it
has proven representative for the regional Middle East ozone levels. (see the
Newsletters presentad by EIMP on tropospheric ozone in Egypt). The analyses of
the data, as shown in two newsletters, also shows that the quality of these data are
good, and that the data seem to perfectly reflect a background regional station in
the area.

The station operators have been told that UNESCO has requested data of ozone
from this site. I am also aware of that the Tropospheric ozone Programme operated
by WMO (World Meteorological Organization) would be interested in these data. I
have been requested by the world database for stratospheric ozone research to
consider this site for an ozone profile measurement site. NASA operates this
programme with the database located at NILU, Norway.

If EEAA is willing to expose their most important background site,I will supply
the relevant references and addresses so that these data can be made available to
the international scientific community.
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The ambienL conc¡ntrations of
troposphcric ozone are mea-
sured by the EIMP pro-
granrme at five sites oovoring
the whole of Egypt. Regional
background mcosursments are

undcñ¿rken at Ras Mobamed
at the southem tip ol'thc Sinai
Peninsula. "Ihe sites at Cairo
University in Giza and at AÞ
baseya in the north eastcrn
parts of Cairo represent kil<>
metre soale urban areas away
Iiom local sources, while tho
sit at Aswan is lo¡¡atcd closc
to ths city ccntro and at a

lower latitude.Thc site i¡
Alexandria is olcarly inllu-
enced by NOx emissions liom
trallic in the oity. The site
seenìs to bc insido the urban
boundary layer even ifthe sta-
tion is locsted at thc roofol'ths
IGSR building 25 m above the
surface-

Ozone measurernents ât the
Sinai background sitc show a
significant annual variation
with typiool winter ovsrages
of about 30 pg/m' and sum-
mer ovsr:¡ges of around I l0
¡rg/m] - The othsr sites also
show ar¡rual variations in
oz-one, but less profound. The
typical ranges between winter
and summer levols at regional
urban siles are liom 40 to 80

N^t.
Diumal variations in ozone
concontr8tions also depend
upon the scason and looation.
Thc summer season night-
time averagos ranges lì"om 30

pglm3 at ffban sites to almost 100

pglm3 at the backgromd sites. 'l'he

highest oonoorrtrations arc lbuntl
liom mid-day to aftemoon, when

the background oonoeritrations

rcach about 140 ¡rylmt as ân aver-
age tbr Junc, July nnd August. 'lhc

highest afternoon oonocntratioru at
Giza and Aswsn are somewhat

less; about 120 pglm)
Measuremsrits inside tho city cen-

tre of Alexandria
show a vcry diffcrcnt
diumal pattem as

NOx crnissions liom
trallic in the city be-

ing transt'ormed to
NO, by thc use of
ozone. Due to the

short trânsport time
liom the sourc€s to
the site, the ozone
levels bccome much
lower ¡rt this sito at

day-time.
'Ihe air quslity limit
valuos givør for
Iigypt in law no. 4
fromEBAAarsocaa-
sionally exooeded.
'the limit values are

was excæctlcd morc freçently, as

tho relatively high oz-one conoen-

trations during the summcr sea-

son scern to lust fbr scveral hours.

At Ras Mohamed the I houraver-
age wss exoccded during 33.2%
of the timc, ot Abbaseya 13.2 %o

of the timo and at Giza gnd

Asw¿n about 4 Vo of the timc
during 3 summer months ?000.

36
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dâña8 hour
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Olone leyels in [gypl

Surface layer ozone concentrations in Egypt
The tropospherìc surføce layer ozone concentftúion variesfrom hachground øreos to the
hìg cítíes, ít varies wìth the tíme of lhe year and time of duy ønd ít ìs modìlìed hy varíous
emíssionsfrom humøn øctívíties. The air qualíty límit volues gívenfor Egpt Ín Law na 4
from EEAA are exceeded especíally durìng the sumtner seuson and øl daytíme.

l@ 200 ¡rg/m3 mea-
sufgd gs a onc
hour avorage, 120

¡rglmsasaShour
avefage.
'l'he onc horu avcr-
age w{¡s oxosedcd

loss tturn I Toof'the
timo at 3 sitcs.

Thc I hour average

limit, however,
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avon¡gs orcne {uglm3}cb

The EEAA/EIMP
Air Quality

Monitoring Pro-
gramme

A tr.)lal ôf 4'J illoa
suretÌìenl sltris.rre
berng ÒpÈralÈC
rover rnc Ègvpt
frorìì il¡lÌ-rìlattij rrì

lhr:j n()rriì l() /{sw¿-lrì

n Sr)t,tlì

- 14 sttes [l or'eale,
Carro
. ; sttes ilr tire
Delt¿r
- I sttr:s Úì Alexiìtl-
iirtã óre¿r
- l srles !rì i,¿naì
a(e'¿

!'"",t1Ês rrì LJ[)pe,

F Eypt
- 1 blte) rn Srn¿ìi

The measure
ments cover:

, lndustllaJ ¿rÈ?iìs

. l-Jrirari l¡reaE

. Streut-..¡nd toa¡ti

srde-{
. Reslcietìtlal .J|friis
. Rcetr¡n¿¡ i bat:h

9t ourli

D,".ìtir arr, r¡it)orted

'tc)Dtrnrtollslv Õtì ;ì
dir¡lV b.lsr:, and

'/\iC"ékly tO thtr rll()nl
l(fÌûìg,jGtìtrèr5,it
CEIiM C¿rro lin:
vels¡tv an(l .it
lGlilì Jnrvi:rsth, oi
r\iexern(i, ti.r

f lle FlMP rs rnrplemenled tty the Eqypt¡¿n Erìv¡ronnìenlal Affairs Agency (EEAA)
w¡th support from the Danislì lr¡lernâtional DeveloPme¡ìl Assistarìce (DANIOA)
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Ambient tropospheric ozone
oonocntrstione are modifìetl by
the activities insidc the urban
areas. A typioal example from
Egypl can be seen fiom data
oolleoted inside the urban
boundary layer of Alexandria.
Even ifthis site is placed on top
of the IGSR building, about 25
m above the surlbce, the NOx
emissions fiom trallic along the
nearby streets are lì:etling on
thc baokgrounel ozonc conccn-
trations and reduoing these.

Normally, the highcst ozone
concent¡ations are found in thc
sünmer scason, an¡l liom mid-
day until the afternoon. At the
background station ât Ras Mo-
hamed, a site that is not inllu-
enced by local NO emissions,
lor¡ated at the southcm tip of
Sinai, the nighttime minimum
oonoentration was somewhat
less than 100 pglmr as an ¿¡ver-

age in August 2000. the high-
est aftcrnoon conccntration was

about 130 pglmr.
At the urban ICSR site thc
highest night time ooncentra-

tion, 90 pgy'mr, almost reached
the Ras Mohamcd backgrountl
level, as the air is transported
I'rom the Mediterranean Sca
Ìvithout much inl'luence by
NOx ernissions. During day-
time, howevcr, whe¡r the verti-
cal mixing over the city as well
as the emissions of NOx in-
crease, the ozone level will be

reduced and will gtabilize at a

low level of about 80 lrglmr. The
reason is the làst reaclions of NO to
NO, using the available oz.one.
'lïe diumal pattcm here difÌcrcnt
and Íiom what happcrrs al the re-
gional urban site of Giza in south-
wcstcm Cairo. 'l'his site rcaohed a

very low night timc minimum of
less than 4o pglm'" because oftraË
lio aotivities ancl various human ¡lo.
mcstic sources crcating NOx lbe<l-

ing on the oz,one to li¡rm No" undcr
a stable inversion lnyer near the

tions will in these cascs be f'ound

scveral kilomctcrs south and south
east olÀlcxandria in the Delta.
'l'hcrc is also a largc dilfcrence in
wintcrtimc and surnmer timc varia-
tions or levels in Alexandria. This
has to bo explained by a combina-
tion of s¡rurcc sûengths, wlrich is
largest in thr: sum¡ncr season, as
therc are much m¡¡re cars in the
area at this time, as well as the
height and the strength ol'thc ur-
ban mixing layer height.

Air Quality Monitoring Programme

light. 'fhese reac-
lions are muoh
slowcr than thc
NO to NO2 oon-
vetsion, and a

longer transport
and re¿otion time
is needed to see

this efi'ect.
In the Alexandria
arca thes€ reao-
tions may also
take pluce, but thc
high conocntra-

Ozone on urban area
Ozone ís created and consumed wíthìn the urban øreas of Egtpt os reveoled in the EIMP
døto from sìtes such as IGSR în Alexandría an¡t Giat ìn Cuíru The man made sources of
NOx, especíully fmm truffic, wlll break down the orpne, whìle the same NOx togethet with
hydrocarhons and sanlíght wìll create olone on u lørger scale I'he íotter process tukes
much more time thsn the N0 to NO, conversìon wìlh oune. Thìs ìs the reøson why we see

lørge dffirences in the olone levels dependent upon the exac"t locøtíon of the measure-
ment sìte. As long os ozone is avoìloble ontl NO emîssìons trccur from the lrøflfic, lørge
NO, concentrations wíll be found ínsÍde the cþ ínstead of outne.

surlàce.

In the atìcrnoon
lhe measurc¡ncnts
at Giza reach high
oz.one conccntfa-
tions, averagiltg
more than I l0 pg/
m3, due to fbrma-
tion of ozone in
the greater Cairo
area due to ernis-
sions of NOx and
VOC powered or
inlluenced by sun

The EEAA/EIMP
Air Quality

Monitoring Pro-
gfamfne

A total of 42 rl1ea

suremer'ìt sttes arê
berng Õnerated
clrvelng E,,lvpt
f rorr D.irìlrett¿ì r,r

thr. nortlr to Aswilr'ì
ilì Srltltl)

- 14 sltes llì clre¿lte|
Carro
- ; srtes uì t,l8
Delta
- I sltes rn Alexan'
dila ded
- .l srtes rn C¿nal
Alei:i
- Û S¡lrls llì i,]Dpe!

F gvpt
1 s¡le rn Srn¿l

The measure-
menls cover:

. lrìdLlstrtâl areas

. l..Jtl¡an .¡rea;

. Slrects .?n(J foad
srrics

. Resr(lerìttai ¿reas

. Regrortai / birck
grorrnd

Data åre reporlr'rd
c¡¡ntrnUclusly ¡rn ¿

ciilrly b¿sts and
wee.kly lo the rÌlo,Ì.
tot¡no cerìtrr:rtj ¿t
ClEl'lM C¿ìiro lJnr'
verstt\, ¿nd ,?t

ICSR i,ln¡ve'rsrtv cf
Alexr¡r¡tl¡¡a

fhe EIMP is ¡mplemented by the Egyptian Erlvironrnental Affâits Agency IEEAA)
uJith support from the Dan¡sh lnternat¡onal Development Ass¡stance (DANIDA)
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